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Description

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Pat-
ent Application No. 13/049,676, filed March 16,2011.

FIELD & BACKGROUND

[0002] The invention relates to computer networks
and, more specifically, to monitoring computer network
performance.
[0003] Networks that primarily utilize data link layer de-
vices are often referred to as layer two (L2) networks. A
data link layer device is a device that operates within the
second layer of the Open Systems Interconnection (OSI)
reference model, i.e., the data link layer. One example
of a common L2 networks is an Ethernet network in which
end point devices (e.g., servers, printers, computers) are
connected by one or more Ethernet switches or other L2
network devices. The Ethernet switches forward Ether-
net frames, also referred to as L2 communications or L2
packets to devices within the network. As the Ethernet
switches forward the Ethernet frames the Ethernet
switches learn L2 state information for the L2 network,
including media access control (MAC) addressing infor-
mation for the devices within the network and the physical
ports through which the devices are reachable. The Eth-
ernet switches typically store the MAC addressing infor-
mation in MAC tables associated with each of their phys-
ical interfaces. When forwarding an individual Ethernet
frame, an ingress port of an Ethernet switch typically mul-
ticasts the Ethernet frame to all of the other physical ports
of the switch unless the Ethernet switch has learned the
specific physical port through which the destination MAC
address devices is reachable. In this case, the Ethernet
switch forwards a single copy of the Ethernet frame out
the associated physical port.
[0004] Network service providers that offer L2 connec-
tively typically enter into a service-level agreement (SLA)
with their customers that defines both the services that
are to be provided and a promised level of performance
for the services. The performance level specifies meas-
urable metrics such as bandwidth guarantees, up-time
percentages, and the number of serviceable users. An-
other metric commonly defined in an SLA is frame loss
performance, which is typically expressed as a ratio of
the number of service frames (e.g., encapsulated L2
communications) not delivered to the total number of
service frames during a particular time interval.
[0005] To monitor L2 performance metrics and verify
operation, network administrators implement a process
referred to as Operations, Administration and Mainte-
nance (OAM), which generally provides the activities,
tools, standards and other techniques that involve oper-
ating, administering and maintaining connectivity in the
L2 computer network. One such OAM tool, referred to
as OAM Frame Loss Measurement, standardizes mech-
anisms for loss measurement in an Ethernet computer
network and is described in the Internal Telecommuni-

cation Union Telecommunication Standardization Sec-
tion (ITU-T) recommendation Y.1731, "OAM functions
and mechanisms for Ethernet based networks," May,
2006. OAM Frame Loss Measurement as described in
ITU-T Y.1731, Section 8, defines the Frame Loss Ratio
performance metric to apply to Ethernet frames admitted
at the ingress L2 flow point of an L2 connection and de-
livered to the egress L2 flow point of the L2 connection.
[0006] US 7,6060,203 B1 relates to Packet/Octet loss
measurement for bridging domains.
[0007] US 2007/0263535 A1 relates to policy aware
frame loss measurement.

SUMMARY

[0008] Aspects of the invention are defined in the ap-
pended claims. In general, techniques are described for
measuring packet data unit (PDU) loss in a L2 virtual
private network (L2VPN) that interconnects two or more
L2 customer networks. The techniques may be useful for
network service providers offering systems that provide
L2 connectivity between multiple, geographically sepa-
rate L2 customer networks. That is, separate L2 custom-
er networks (or "customer network sites") may be inter-
connected by the service provider to provide L2 connec-
tivity as though the customer network sites were directly
connected. One mechanism by which network service
providers provide L2 connectivity to their customers is
by use of a virtual private local area network service
(VPLS). A customer-specific VPLS instance transports
layer two (L2) communications, such as Ethernet pack-
ets, between customer network sites through the service
provider network core. In a typical configuration, provide
edge (PE) routers coupled to the customer network sites
define label switched paths (LSPs) that may be used to
carry pseudowires that carry encapsulated L2 commu-
nications within the provider network as if the customer
network sites were directly attached to the same local
area network (LAN). Each of the PE routers then operates
as a virtual L2 switch having customer- and core-facing
interfaces to connect the multiple LAN segments of an
overall customer network defined by the individual cus-
tomer network sites. In some instances, a service pro-
vider network implements a hierarchical VPLS, or H-
VPLS, to eliminate the requirement of a full mesh of serv-
ice links to connect each pair of PE routers. In these
instances, a particular pseudowire may carry PDUs
switched by any number of PE routers.
[0009] For a VPLS or H-VPLS instance connecting
customer network sites for a customer, the PE routers
measure known unicast and multicast PDU traffic at the
service endpoints for the instance to measure PDU loss
within the service provider network. As a router learns
the outbound service (i.e., core-facing) interfaces and
outbound local (i.e., customer-facing) interfaces for L2
addresses of customer devices that issue packets to the
VPLS or H-VPLS instance, unicast PDUs that include
destination L2 addresses for which the outbound inter-
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faces are learned become "known" unicast PDUs in that
the router has information mapping the outbound for-
warding interface to the destination L2 addresses for the
respective unicast PDUs, and the router establishes re-
spective transmit and receipt counters for the service
endpoints that serve the customer devices. For example,
when a PE router receives a PDU having a source L2
address on a service interface, the router installs the
source L2 address-service interface mapping to the
VPLS instance forwarding table, in accordance with L2
address learning techniques, and additionally establish-
es transmit and receipt counters. The PE router then as-
sociates these counters with a service endpoint identifier
for the service endpoint that offers ingress L2 connectivity
to the source L2 address. The service endpoint identifier
may refer, for instance, to a virtual switch instance iden-
tifier, a PE router network address or other identifier, or
to one or more L2 addresses of customer devices served
by a service endpoint. Thereafter, when the PE router
transmits or receives on the service interface a PDU la-
beled with a service endpoint identifier, the router incre-
ments the appropriate transmit or receipt counter.
[0010] To determine PDU loss between two service
endpoints that offer L2 connectivity to a pair of customer
networks, PE routers exchange transmit and receipt
counter values for service endpoint identifiers and com-
pute differences between PDUs received at egress serv-
ice endpoints and PDUs transmitted at ingress service
endpoints. For instance, a first PE router that comprises
an ingress service endpoint for a VPLS or H-VPLS in-
stance may query a second router that comprises the
egress service endpoint with the ingress service endpoint
identifier to obtain transmit and receipt counter values
associated by the second PE router to the ingress service
endpoint identifier. Upon receiving these remote service
endpoint counter values, the first PE router determines
local transmit and receipt counter values associated by
the first PE router to the egress service endpoint identifier
and computes bidirectional PDU losses between the two
service endpoints as differences between the remote and
local counter values.
[0011] To perform loss measurement techniques with
respect to broadcast and multicast L2 traffic, the PE rout-
ers may additionally establish separate transmit and re-
ceipt counters for broadcast/multicast (hereinafter, all L2
broadcast and multicast traffic is referred to as multicast
traffic) PDUs replicated by the routers to multiple service
interfaces of a VPLS or H-VPLS instance. As the PE rout-
ers transmit or receive on service interfaces a multicast
PDU labeled with a service endpoint identifier, the router
increments the appropriate transmit or receipt counter.
To determine multicast/broadcast PDU loss over the
service provider network, PE routers that comprise
egress service endpoints for a particular flow of multicast
PDUs may divide their respective receipt counter values
for the PDUs by a replication factor that represents a
number of PDU replicates received at the egress service
endpoints along a particular branch of the VPLS or H-

VPLS replication tree. The egress PE routers send the
factored receipt counter values to the ingress PE router
for the flow, which correlates the factored receipt counter
values to the transmit counter value for the flow by com-
puting a difference between the sum of the factored re-
ceipt counter values and the transmit counter value.
[0012] The PE routers may additionally establish one
or more loss measurement domains for a VPLS or H-
VPLS instance to, for instance, constrain application of
loss measurement techniques to PE routers capable of
performing such techniques. The PE routers exchange
a unique value that identifies a loss measurement do-
main. As the routers learn L2 addresses for customer
devices in the loss measurement domain using L2-learn-
ing techniques, the routers add a shim header to trans-
mitted service packets that includes the loss measure-
ment domain identifier. By examining the shim header,
routers track the number of PDUs transmitted or received
by the service interfaces in the loss measurement domain
according to the L2 address. For example, an ingress
router for a customer device receives a PDU destined
for a remote customer device in a remote network, adds
a shim header that includes the loss measurement do-
main identifier, increments a transmit counter behind the
loss measurement domain for the remote customer de-
vice L2 address, and delivers the service packet to the
appropriate service interface. An egress router for a cus-
tomer device receives, at a service interface, a service
packet that includes a shim header having a loss meas-
urement domain identifier, increments a receipt counter
behind the identified loss measurement domain for the
source L2 address of the delivered PDU. In this way, the
routers maintain PDU counters for customer network L2
addresses according to an identified loss measurement
domain.
[0013] In the case of multicast traffic, each PE router
comprises a service endpoint for such traffic, and the loss
measurement domain identifier may therefore operate
as a service endpoint identifier. Each PE router capable
of performing the loss measurement techniques estab-
lishes transmit and/or receipt counters for a particular
multicast flow issuing from a particular customer device
having a source L2 address behind the loss measure-
ment domain identified by the loss measurement domain
identifier in the shim header. Upon transmitting or receiv-
ing multicast PDUs encapsulated with the shim header
at service endpoints, the PE routers increment the ap-
propriate transmit or receipt counter for the source L2
address behind the identified loss measurement domain.
Service provider network routers that may replicate mul-
ticast PDUs along multiple pseudowires store a table that
maps the loss measurement domain identifier to a repli-
cation factor at the respective router. For example, for a
VPLS instance, an ingress PE router maps a number of
pseudowires for the instance connected to the ingress
PE router to a loss measurement domain identifier in the
table. For an H-VPLS instance, hub routers maps a
number of pseudowires connected to the hub entry point
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and a number of spokes connected to each of the hub
exit points to the loss measurement domain identifier. To
obtain the one or more replication factors at the PE rout-
ers that comprise the egress service endpoints, the PE
router that comprises the ingress service endpoint issues
a multicast loss measurement message over the VPLS
or H-VPLS instance that specifies the loss measurement
domain identifier. As the multicast loss measurement
message traverses the service provider network, routers
add their respective mapped replication factors for the
loss measurement domain identifier to the message.
When the replicated, multicast loss measurement mes-
sage reach individual PE routers that comprise the
egress service endpoints, the messages include suffi-
cient replication factor information with which to compute
replication factors for the egress service endpoints. The
egress PE routers divide their respective receipt counter
values for the PDUs by the replication factor and send
the factored receipt counter values to the ingress PE rout-
er that issued the loss measurement message, which
correlates the factored receipt counter values to the
transmit counter value for the multicast flow by computing
a difference between the sum of the factored receipt
counter values and the transmit counter value.
[0014] Applying the described techniques may im-
prove loss measurement accuracy for VPLS and H-VPLS
instances by actively correlating known unicast service
traffic at service endpoints using service endpoint iden-
tifiers and by maintaining separate unicast and multicast
counters for the service endpoints. The techniques may
therefore reduce inaccuracies introduced by replicated
unknown unicast traffic. Moreover, by accounting for rep-
lication factors at the egress service endpoints of an L2
multicast flow, the techniques may enable multicast loss
measurement. Loss measurement results for the service
may be used to calculate PDU loss ratios between serv-
ice endpoint pairs or to provide an overall PDU loss ratio
for the VPLS or H-VPLS instance. These more accurate
loss measurements for the service may improve the abil-
ity of the service provider to verify to customers that op-
eration of the service meets the performance require-
ments of an SLA, for instance.
[0015] In one embodiment, the invention is directed to
a method comprising switching layer two (L2) packet data
units (PDUs) with a local network device between a local
L2 network, coupled by an attachment circuit for a Virtual
Private Local Area Network (LAN) Service (VPLS) in-
stance to the local network device, and one or more re-
mote L2 networks to provide the VPLS instance to the
local and remote L2 networks, wherein the local network
device terminates one or more pseudowires that operate
over a layer three (L3) packet-switched network (PSN)
to carry the PDUs in pseudowire packets to connect, for
the VPLS instance, the local network device to one or
more corresponding remote network devices that each
serves a corresponding one of the remote L2 networks.
The method further comprises incrementing, with the lo-
cal network device, a respective unicast receipt counter

for each of one or more remote service endpoints of the
VPLS instance only for the PDUs that are known unicast
PDUs within the respective remote network device of the
corresponding remote service endpoint from which the
PDU was received, wherein each of the known unicast
PDUs received by the local network device is a unicast
PDU that includes an indicator that the remote network
device from which the unicast PDU was received cur-
rently maps the destination L2 address of the unicast
PDU to a corresponding outbound interface of the remote
network device.
[0016] In another embodiment, the invention is direct-
ed to a method comprising switching layer two (L2) pack-
et data units (PDUs) with a local network device between
a local L2 network, coupled by an attachment circuit for
a Virtual Private Local Area Network (LAN) Service
(VPLS) instance to the local network device, and one or
more remote L2 networks to provide the VPLS instance
to the local and remote L2 networks, wherein the local
network device terminates one or more pseudowires that
operate over a layer three (L3) packet-switched network
(PSN) to carry the PDUs in pseudowire packets to con-
nect, for the VPLS instance, the local network device to
one or more corresponding remote network devices that
each serves a corresponding one of the remote L2 net-
works. The method also comprises incrementing, with
the local network device, a multicast PDU transmit coun-
ter for each multicast PDU or broadcast PDU received
from the attachment circuit and switched by the local net-
work device to the one or more remote network devices.
The method further comprises receiving, with the local
network device, a respective multicast PDU receipt return
value from each of the one or more remote network de-
vices. The method further comprises determining, with
the local network device, multicast PDU loss measure-
ment data based at least on a multicast PDU transmit
counter value and the multicast PDU receipt return val-
ues, and sending the multicast PDU loss measurement
data from the local network device to a management en-
tity.
[0017] In another embodiment, the invention is direct-
ed to a network device comprising a control unit having
one or more processors, and one or more interface cards.
The network device also comprises a Virtual Private Lo-
cal Area Network (LAN) Service (VPLS) layer of the con-
trol unit that switches layer two (L2) packet data units
(PDUs) between a local L2 network, coupled by an at-
tachment circuit for a VPLS instance to one of the inter-
face cards, and one or more remote L2 networks to pro-
vide the VPLS instance to the local and remote L2 net-
works, wherein the network device terminates one or
more pseudowires that operate over a layer three (L3)
packet-switched network (PSN) to carry the PDUs in
pseudowire packets to connect, for the VPLS instance,
the network device to one or more corresponding remote
network devices that each serves a corresponding one
of the remote L2 networks. The network device further
comprises an accounting module of the control unit that
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increments a respective unicast transmit counter for each
of one or more remote service endpoints of the VPLS
instance only for the PDUs that are known unicast PDUs
within the VPLS layer that the network device sends to
the corresponding remote service endpoints from which
the PDU was received, wherein each of the known uni-
cast PDUs received by the local network device is a uni-
cast PDU that includes an indicator that the remote net-
work device from which the unicast PDU was received
currently maps the destination L2 address of the unicast
PDU to a corresponding outbound interface of the remote
network device.
[0018] In another embodiment, the invention is direct-
ed to a network device comprising a control unit having
one or more processors, and one or more interface cards.
The network device further comprises a Virtual Private
Local Area Network (LAN) Service (VPLS) layer of the
control unit to switch layer two (L2) packet data units
(PDUs) between a local L2 network, coupled by an at-
tachment circuit for a VPLS instance to one of the inter-
face cards, and one or more remote L2 networks to pro-
vide the VPLS instance to the local and remote L2 net-
works, wherein the network device terminates one or
more pseudowires that operate over a layer three (L3)
packet-switched network (PSN) to carry the PDUs in
pseudowire packets to connect, for the VPLS instance,
the network device to one or more corresponding remote
network devices that each serves a corresponding one
of the remote L2 networks. The network device also com-
prises an accounting module of the control unit that in-
crements a multicast PDU transmit counter for each mul-
ticast PDU or broadcast PDU received from the attach-
ment circuit and switched by the VPLS layer to the one
or more remote network devices. The network device
further comprises a loss measurement message handler
that receives a multicast PDU receipt return value from
each of the one or more remote network devices, wherein
the accounting module determines multicast PDU loss
measurement data based at least on a multicast PDU
transmit counter value and the respective multicast PDU
receipt return values. The network device also comprises
a management interface that sends the multicast PDU
loss measurement data to a management entity.
[0019] In another embodiment, the invention is direct-
ed to a system comprising a network management sys-
tem, a local network device, and one or more remote
network devices that participate in a Virtual Private Local
Area Network (LAN) Service (VPLS) instance to switch
layer two (L2) packet data units (PDUs) between a local
L2 network, coupled by an attachment circuit for a VPLS
instance to the local network device, and one or more
remote L2 networks to provide the VPLS instance to the
local and remote L2 networks, wherein the local network
device terminates one or more pseudowires that operate
over a layer three (L3) packet-switched network (PSN)
to carry the PDUs in pseudowire packets to connect, for
the VPLS instance, the local network device to the one
or more corresponding remote network devices that each

serves a corresponding one of the remote L2 networks,
wherein the local network device increments a multicast
PDU transmit counter for each multicast PDU or broad-
cast PDU received from the attachment circuit and
switched by the local network device to the one or more
remote network devices, wherein each of the one or more
remote network devices increment a respective multicast
PDU receipt counter for the local network device for each
multicast PDU or broadcast PDU received from the local
network device, wherein the local network device issues
a multicast loss measurement message from the local
network device to the one or more remote network de-
vices, wherein each of the one or more remote network
devices returns a respective return value based at least
on a respective multicast PDU receive counter value for
the local network device, wherein the local network de-
vice receives the return values from the one or more re-
mote network devices and computes multicast PDU loss
measurement data based at least on the return values
and a multicast PDU transmit counter value, and wherein
the local network device sends the multicast PDU loss
measurement data to the network management system.
[0020] The details of one or more embodiments of the
invention are set forth in the accompanying drawings and
the description below. Other features, objects, and ad-
vantages of the invention will be apparent from the de-
scription and drawings, and from the claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0021]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example net-
work system in which one or more network devices
monitor emulated service traffic at service endpoints
and determine packet data loss according to the
techniques described herein.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating another example
network system in which one or more network de-
vices monitor emulated service traffic at service end-
points and determine packet data loss according to
the techniques described herein.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating example pro-
vider edge router that emulates service traffic in the
context of a Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) or
Hierarchical-VPLS instance and performs packet
data unit (PDU) loss measurement techniques de-
scribed in this disclosure.
FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an example mode of
operation of the router of FIG. 3 to attach a shim
header specifying a service endpoint identifier and
to track transmitted PDUs according to the tech-
niques described herein.
FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example mode of
operation of the router of FIG. 3 to track received
PDUs according to the techniques described herein.
FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an example mode of
operation of the of FIG. 3 to determine known unicast
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PDU loss between local and remote service end-
points of a VPLS instance in accordance with the
described techniques.
FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating an example mode
of operation of the router of FIG. 3 to determine a
return value for a loss measurement reply respon-
sive to a received multicast loss measurement mes-
sage according to the described techniques.
FIG. 8 is a flow chart illustrating an example mode
of operation of the router of FIG. 3 to determine mul-
ticast PDU loss between ingress and egress service
endpoints of a VPLS instance for a multicast PDU
flow using the techniques described herein.
FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating a replication
factor table.
FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating example local
endpoint unicast PDU counters and remote endpoint
unicast PDU counters comprised by separate net-
work devices that implement the techniques of this
disclosure.
FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating example end-
point multicast PDU counters for respective MTUs
of FIG. 2.
FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating an example
logical protocol-layering model to support the PDU
loss measurements techniques of this disclosure.
FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating Connectivity
Fault Management ("CFM") modules and account-
ing modules that monitor known unicast and multi-
cast PDU traffic and exchange PDU counter data to
provide PDU loss measurement results in accord-
ance with the techniques described herein.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0022] FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating an example
network system 10 in which one or more network devices
monitor emulated service traffic at service endpoints and
determine packet data loss according to the techniques
described herein. As shown in FIG. 1, network system
10 includes a network 12 and customer networks 14A-
14C ("customer networks 14"). Network 12 may repre-
sent a public network that is owned and operated by a
service provider to interconnect a plurality of edge net-
works, such as customer networks 14. As a result, net-
work 12 may be referred to herein as a Service Provider
(SP) network or, alternatively, as a "core network" in that
network 12 acts as a core to interconnect access net-
works that service customer networks 14. Example serv-
ice providers include Verizon Communications, Inc. or
American Telephone & Telegraph (AT&T™) Company.
[0023] These service providers may lease portions of
network 12 or provide switching (or bridging) services
offering interconnection through network 12 to customer
networks 14, which may lease the portions or purchase
the services provided by network 12 to create a Layer 2
Virtual Private Network (L2VPN) interconnecting the var-
ious layer 2 (L2) customer networks 14. The bridging

service may be, for example, an L2VPN, a Virtual Private
Local Area Network (LAN) Service (VPLS), or a virtual
leased line (VLL). Reference to layers followed by a nu-
meral may refer to a particular layer of the Open Systems
Interconnection (OSI) model. More information concern-
ing the OSI model can be found in a IEEE publication
entitled "OSI Reference Model - the ISO Model of Archi-
tecture for Open Systems Interconnection," by Hubert
Zimmermann, published in IEEE Transactions on Com-
munications, vol. 28, no. 4, dated April 1980.
[0024] In the illustrated instance, network 12 provides
a type of L2VPN, a VPLS in this example, to transparently
interconnect these layer 2 networks, e.g., customer net-
works 14, to one another via service provider network
12. Network 12 may provide a VPLS instance to a cus-
tomer by transparently emulating a direct connection be-
tween these various customer networks 14 such that,
from the perspective of customer networks 14, each of
customer networks 14 appears to directly connect to one
another. Moreover, different VPLS instances, including
corresponding virtual routing and forwarding information
(VRFs), may be maintained by routers within network 12.
[0025] Customer networks 14 may each represent a
network owned and operated by a large entity, such as
a university, corporation, business, or other facility or en-
terprise. In some instances, a single large entity may own
and operate two or more of customer networks 14. The
entity may then contract with service provider network
12 to provide a service offered by service provider net-
work 12, such as the VPLS instance, in order to trans-
parently interconnect these networks 14 in the manner
described above.
[0026] Each of customer networks 14 may operate ac-
cording to a wide variety of network protocols, such as
any of the 802.3X family of network protocols related to
the Ethernet protocol, any of the 802.1X family of wireless
networking protocols, an Internet Protocol (IP) protocol,
and a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP). Moreover,
one or more of customer networks 14 may comprise a
Virtual Private Network (VPN), a Large Area Network
(LAN), or a Wide Area Network (WAN). Although not
shown in FIG. 1 for ease of illustration purposes, each
of customer networks 14 may include a wide variety of
interconnected computing devices or nodes, such as web
servers, print servers, application servers, data servers,
workstations, desktop computers, laptop computers, cel-
lular or other mobile devices, Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs), and any other device cable of connecting to a
computer network via a wireless and/or wired connection.
[0027] Network 12 may include a plurality of provider
edge (PE) routers 16A-16C ("PEs 16") that reside at an
edge of service provider network 12. While discussed
herein with respect to a particular network device, i.e., a
router, PEs 16 may each represent any network device
that interfaces with a network, such as one of customer
networks 14, to route, switch, bridge or otherwise forward
network traffic directed to or originating from the network.
For example, PEs 16 may each represent, in certain in-
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stances, one or more of a switch, a hub, a bridge device
(e.g., an Ethernet bridge), or any other L2 network device
and, in some instances, L3 network devices capable of
performing L2 functionality.
[0028] Each of customer networks 14 may also include
a respective one of a plurality of customer edge (CE)
routers 18A-18C ("CEs 18") that reside at an edge of the
corresponding one of customer networks 14. Like PEs
16, CEs 18, while discussed herein with respect to a par-
ticular network device, i.e., a router, may each represent
any network device that interfaces with a network, such
as service provider network 12, to bridge, switch or oth-
erwise forward network traffic directed to or originating
from the network. For example, CEs 18 may each rep-
resent, in certain instances, one or more of a switch, a
hub, a bridge device (e.g., an Ethernet bridge), or any
other L2 network device and, in some instances, L3 net-
work devices capable of performing L2 functionality.
[0029] PEs 16 couple to respective CEs 18 of customer
networks 14 via attachment circuits 20A-20C ("ACs 20").
Each of ACs 20 is a physical or virtual circuit attaching a
CEs 18 to one of PEs 16 and may be, for example, a
Frame Relay data link connection identifier, an asynchro-
nous transfer mode (ATM) Virtual Path Identifier
(VPI)/Virtual Channel Identifier (VCI), an Ethernet port,
a VLAN, a Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP) connection on
a physical interface, a PPP session from an L2 Tunneling
Protocol (L2TP) tunnel, or a Multiprotocol Label Switch-
ing (MPLS) Label Switched Path (LSP), a Generic Route
Encapsulation (GRE) tunnel, or another interface with
bridged encapsulation. Attachment circuits 20 may each
comprise a direct link or an access network.
[0030] PEs 16 may provide one or more services, such
as the above described VPLS instance, to transparently
interconnect CEs 18 to one another. To continue the
above example, the large entity may own and operate
each of customer networks 14 and purchase from the
service provider a VPLS instance to transparently inter-
connect each of these CEs 18 to one another via service
provider network 12. In this case, PE 16A may emulate
a direct connection in accordance with the VPLS instance
to both of CEs 18B, 18C such that these CE routers may
operate as if both directly connected to CE 18A. Likewise,
PE 16B may emulate a direct connection in accordance
with the VPLS instance to both of CEs 18A, 18C such
that these customer network may operate as if both di-
rectly connected to CE 18B. In some instances, one or
more of CEs 18 may comprise or otherwise operate as
a L2 bridge between associated customer networks 14
and connected PEs 16. In such instances, the VPLS in-
stance "learns" multiple source L2 addresses of addition-
al devices within the customer networks 14 from the
bridging CEs 18. The techniques described herein may
apply with respect to these multiple source L2 addresses
in addition to, or instead of, to the learned source L2
addresses of CEs 18.
[0031] This form of interconnection is referred to as
"full mesh" in that a VPLS provides logical point-to-point

connectivity between each of a set of CEs 18 and asso-
ciated customer networks 14. The full mesh form of in-
terconnection is illustrated in FIG. 1 as three bi-directional
service links 22A-22C ("service links 22") that transport
customer L2 PDUs between PEs 16. Service links 22 are
illustrated in FIG. 1 as dashed lines to reflect that these
may not directly couple PEs 16 to one another with a
single physical link, but may transport PDUs over one or
more physical links and intermediate network devices
that form each of service links 22. While assumed for
ease of illustration purposes to be configured in this full
mesh manner, CEs 18 may interconnect with one another
via any other form of interconnection, and service links
22 may be bi-directional or unidirectional to suit any par-
ticular form of interconnection. Each of service links 22
may be implemented as a pseudowire. Pseudowire serv-
ice emulation is described in additional detail in "Pseudo
Wire Emulation Edge-to-Edge (PWE3) Architecture,"
Request for Comments: 3985, Network Working Group
(Bryant and Pate, ed.), March, 2005.
[0032] Each of service links 22 may operate over a
packet-switched network (PSN) tunnel that connects re-
spective service link endpoint PEs 16. For example, cus-
tomer L2 traffic encapsulated for transport along service
link 22A in service packets may be further encapsulated
for transport in a transport tunnel established between
PEs 16A, 16B. While generally described in this docu-
ment as an LSP, transport tunnels may also include GRE,
L2TP, and IPsec tunnels, for example. A particular PSN
tunnel may deliver service packets for multiple service
links for different VPLS instances, including any of serv-
ice links 22.
[0033] An administrator of service provider network 12
may configure or PEs 16 may cooperatively establish
service links 22 for the VPLS instance, and once estab-
lished, PEs 16 begin emulating the direct connection be-
tween customer networks 14 using service links 22, thus
implementing an emulated service that terminates at the
customer edges. Each of PEs 16 for each of the service
links 22 endpoints is configured with the particular pseu-
dowire label that identifies received service packets for
the VPLS instance in the data plane, as well as with the
particular pseudowire label that the PE is to attach to
service traffic to specify the service traffic for the VPLS
instance to the data plane of the receiving PE. For ex-
ample, PE 16A may be configured to attach pseudowire
label "100" to specify service link 22A traffic over a PSN
tunnel to PE 16B. PE 16A may be further configured with
pseudowire label "200" that, when attached to service
packets received in a PSN tunnel from PE 16B, identifies
the traffic as service link 22A traffic.
[0034] Each of PEs 16 includes a respective one of
virtual switch instances 26A-26C (illustrated as "VSIs
26") that connects attachment circuits 20 and service
links 22 for the VPLS instance at PEs 16. VSls 26 may
in the alternative be referred to as virtual bridges. Each
of VSIs 26 includes an L2 forwarding table for the VPLS
instance that maps learned destination L2 addresses of
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customer devices to one or more attachment circuits 20
or service links 22. CEs 18 forward L2 traffic via respec-
tive ACs 20 to corresponding PEs 16, which attach the
appropriate pseudowire label to the L2 traffic to generate
service packets and forward the service packets through
service provider network 12 via selected ones of service
links 22 in accordance with corresponding one of VSIs
26 for the VPLS instance. Receiving PEs 16 identify the
corresponding one of VSIs 26 of the receiving PEs using
the attached pseudowire labels and, in accordance with
the identified VSI, transparently deliver the L2 traffic via
ACs 20 to the other ones of customer networks 14. In
this manner, a large entity may use a VPLS instance of
service provider network 12 to interconnect disparate and
often geographically separate customer networks 14. In
some instances, network system 10 may include addi-
tional customer networks 14 and corresponding CEs 18
for which service provider network 12 provides one or
more VPLS instances to interconnect the CEs 18 in var-
ious combinations. Each VPLS instance requires a dis-
tinct mesh of service links (e.g., a full mesh of pseu-
dowires interconnecting participating PEs 16).
[0035] Service links 22 terminate at logical ports within
PEs 16 that couple attachment circuits 20 to service links
22 in VSIs 26 and are referred to herein as "service end-
points" for the VPLS instance. Service endpoints that re-
ceive L2 traffic from attachment circuits 20 are ingress
service endpoints, while service endpoints that output L2
traffic to attachment circuits 20 are egress service end-
points. A service endpoint, in other words, is a logical
port comprised by one of PEs 16 that connects one of
attachment circuits 20 to one or more service links 22.
Two service endpoints comprised by different ones of
PEs 16 may transparently connect two attachment cir-
cuits 20 and thereby emulate a port-to-port or port-to-
multiport L2 service (e.g., Ethernet). However, service
endpoints may in some contexts be understood as ex-
tending over respective attachment circuits 20 to corre-
sponding customer networks 14.
[0036] L2 traffic may include broadcast, unknown uni-
cast, or multicast (i.e, "BUM") traffic that is replicated by
the corresponding one of VSIs 26 for the ingress one of
PEs 22 and sent over multiple service links 22 to multiple
egress PEs 16. For example, CE 18A may forward BUM
L2 traffic via attachment circuit 20A to PE 16A, which VSI
26A replicates and forwards via service links 22A, 22C
to respective PEs 16B, 16C for delivery to respective
customer networks 14B, 14C and interested devices
therein. In general, broadcast and multicast traffic in-
cludes traffic delivered by a L2 network to multiple inter-
ested recipients, while unknown unicast traffic is unicast
traffic with one interested recipient for which the L2 net-
work location is unknown and that is therefore broadcast
by the L2 network to attempt to reach the interested re-
cipient. L2 traffic additionally includes known unicast traf-
fic for which outbound interfaces are set within the L2
forwarding table of one or more VSIs 26A. An outbound
interface may include a VPLS core-facing interface, such

as one of service links 22, or a local interface, such as
one of attachment circuits 20.
[0037] In accordance with the described techniques,
each of PEs 16 comprises a respective one of loss meas-
urement modules 27A-27C (illustrated as "LMMs 27")
that establishes transmit and receipt counters for service
endpoints and tracks L2 traffic at the service endpoints
to enable PDU loss measurement within network 12 for
VPLS instances. PEs 16 exchange service endpoint
identifiers that provide to LMMs 27 a means with which
to disambiguate traffic entering the VPLS instance at dif-
ferent service endpoints. The service endpoint identifiers
may comprise any value that uniquely identifies a service
endpoint within the scope of a VPLS instance. For ex-
ample, a service endpoint identifier may comprise a net-
work address or other identity of the one PEs 16 that
comprises the service identifier, a label, or Virtual LAN
(VLAN) tag. PEs 16 may exchange the service endpoint
identifiers while establishing a VPLS instance using, for
example, Border Gateway Protocol (BGP)- or Label Dis-
tribution Protocol (LDP)-based signaling protocols. Ad-
ditional details regarding establishing a VPLS using BGP
are found in "Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS) Using
Border Gateway Protocol (BGP) for Auto-Discovery and
Signaling," Request for Comments: 4761, Network Work-
ing Group (Kompella and Rekhter, ed.), January 2007.
Additional details regarding establishing a VPLS using
LDP are found in "Virtual Private LAN Service (VPLS)
Using Label Distribution Protocol (LDP) Signaling," Re-
quest for Comments: 4762, Network Working Group
(Lasserre and Kompella, ed.), January 2007. In one ex-
ample aspect, PEs 16 exchange service endpoint iden-
tifiers carried in modified BGP UPDATE messages is-
sued by the PEs. The modified BGP UPDATE messages
may carry the service endpoint identifiers in a new Ad-
dress Family Identifier (AFI) or Subsequent AFI (SAFI)
of the Network Layer Reachability Information (NLRI).
[0038] In one example, each of LMMs 27 establishes
a transmit and receipt counter for each remote service
endpoint identifier and additionally stores a service end-
point identifier mapping table that maps learned, remote
L2 addresses to service endpoint identifiers for the in-
gress service endpoints for PDUs originated by the L2
addresses. In some examples, each of LMMs 27 estab-
lishes a transmit and receipt counter for each pair of L2
addresses specified in a PDU transmitted or received at
the corresponding PE 16.
[0039] VSIs 26 attach the service endpoint identifier
corresponding to the service endpoint comprised by the
respective one of PEs 16 to L2 PDUs that VSIs 26 switch
from attachment circuits 20 to service links 22. VSIs 26
may attach the service endpoint identifier as a VLAN tag,
for example, or as a shim header at the emulated service
layer. In this way, a unicast PDU carried by service links
22 to the egress service endpoint includes an indicator
that specifies that the remote network device from which
the unicast PDU was received currently maps the desti-
nation L2 address of the unicast PDU to a corresponding
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outbound interface of the remote network device. The
indicator need not specify the service endpoint identifier;
it may simply be an indication to any receiving network
device that the PDU is known unicast at the transmitting
network device. The indicator may comprise a flag or
other value in a header, a shim header, or a VLAN tag,
for example. In addition, for both multicast and unicast
PDUs carried by service links 22 to the egress service
endpoint, each of the PDUs may include an identifier for
the ingress service endpoint of the PDU. If a destination
L2 address for the PDU has not been learned by the one
of VSls 26 switching the PDU (i.e., the PDU is unknown
unicast), the VSI does not attach a service endpoint iden-
tifier. Attaching service endpoint identifiers to unknown
unicast traffic may prevent correlation of transmit and
receipt counter values at opposite service endpoints of
the VPLS instance.
[0040] For example, VSI 26A may receive a PDU from
CE 18A via attachment circuit 20A that is destined for
the L2 address of the CE 18C. If the L2 address of CE
18C is unknown (i.e., not in a L2 forwarding table of VSI
26A), VSI 26A switches the PDU as unknown unicast
traffic in service packets via service links 22A, 22C to
respective PEs 16B, 16C. VSI 26A does not in this case
attach a service endpoint identifier for the service end-
point comprised by PE 16A. Upon learning the L2 ad-
dress of CE 18C by, for example, receiving a PDU
sourced by CE 18C on service link 22C, VSI 26A switches
PDUs destined for the L2 address of CE 18C only to
service link 22C and additionally attaches a service end-
point identifier to the PDUs to by carried by service pack-
ets via service link 22C to VSI 26C.
[0041] For each service packet that is switched at the
ingress service endpoint by one of VSIs 26 and includes
an attached service endpoint identifier, the correspond-
ing one of LMMs 27 increments a transmit counter. For
instance, the LMMs 27 may increment a transmit counter
for the service endpoint identifier mapped to the destina-
tion L2 address of the switched PDU in a service endpoint
identifier mapping table.
[0042] Likewise, when VSIs 26 receive service packets
that include encapsulated PDUs from service links 22 at
an egress service endpoint, the VSIs determine whether
the encapsulated data includes service endpoint identi-
fiers in addition to the encapsulated PDUs. The presence
of service endpoint identifiers carried by service packets
causes VSls 26 to filter the service endpoint identifiers
to the corresponding one of LMMs 27 for the VSls. LMMs
27 then increment an appropriate receipt counter for the
included service endpoint identifier.
[0043] LMMs 27 additionally track and correlate multi-
cast L2 PDUs traversing service endpoints of the VPLS
instance implemented by VSIs 26 by accounting, at the
egress service endpoints, for replication. Each of LMMs
27 stores a replication factor for the VPLS instance that
represents a number of replicated multicast PDUs the
LMMs output over service links 22. The replication factor
in the illustrated instance at each of LMMs 27 is two. For

a standard, generalized VPLS instance, the replication
factor is equal to N-1, where N is the number of service
endpoints. LMMs 27 may determine a replication factor
from VSI 26C using, for example, the number of service
links 22 to which the VSI is connected. As another ex-
ample, LMMs 27 may count a number of multicast PDUs
replicated and forwarded by the corresponding VSIs 26
and dynamically update the replication factor using the
counted replicates.
[0044] Each of LMMs 27 maintains separate transmit
counters that the LMM uses to track the number of mul-
ticast (as opposed to known unicast) PDUs, sourced by
a respective L2 address and received from an associated
one of attachment circuits 20 for replicated switching at
the corresponding service endpoint via service links 22.
Each of LMMs 27 additionally maintains a separate re-
ceipt counter for respective source L2 addresses that the
LMM uses to the track the number of multicast (as op-
posed to known unicast) PDUs received from the source
L2 addresses. For example, LMM 27B maintains a trans-
mit counter to count the number of multicast PDUs
sourced by CE 18B and additionally maintains receipt
counters to count the number of multicast PDUs sourced
by respective CEs 18A, 18C.
[0045] In some instances, as with known unicast traffic,
LMMs 27 map multicast transmit and receipt counters to
service endpoint identifiers, rather than to source L2 ad-
dresses. In such instances, as with known unicast traffic,
LMMs 27 attach the service endpoint identifier to PDUs
for encapsulation within service packets output over serv-
ice links 22. Receiving LMMs 27 in these instances count,
using the multicast receipt counters, only PDUs received
with an attached service endpoint identifier. When VSIs
26 receive service packets that include encapsulated
multicast PDUs from service links 22 at an egress service
endpoint, the VSls determine whether the encapsulated
data includes service endpoint identifiers in addition to
the encapsulated multicast PDUs. The presence of serv-
ice endpoint identifiers carried by service packets causes
VSIs 26 to filter the service endpoint identifiers to the
corresponding one of LMMs 27 for the VSIs. LMMs 27
then increment an appropriate receipt counter for the in-
cluded service endpoint identifier.
[0046] In some instances, PEs 16 exchange a loss
measurement domain identifier with which each of the
PEs may express membership in a loss measurement
domain for VPLS instance. A loss measurement domain
identifier, unlike a service endpoint identifier, is not
unique for each service endpoint but is, rather, shared
by each of the LMMs 27 that is a member of the loss
measurement domain. PEs 16 may exchange a loss
measurement domain identifier while, for example, es-
tablishing the VPLS instance using the BGP- or LDP-
based signaling techniques described above with re-
spect to service endpoint identifiers. In a standard VPLS
instance such as that illustrated in FIG. 1, LMMs 27 in-
crement a replication factor for the VPLS with each loss
measurement identifier received from other LMMs. In this
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way, the replication factor at each of LMMs 27 accounts
only for the LMMs that are members of the loss meas-
urement domain. In this way, a PE that does not have
loss measurement capabilities may be ignored when per-
forming the loss measurement techniques described
herein.
[0047] In instances that use loss measurement domain
identifiers, LMMs 27 maintain transmit and receipt
counters for source L2 address, loss measurement do-
main identifier pairs. In other words, LMMs 27 maintain
transmit and receipt counters for source L2 addresses
"behind" the loss measurement domain.
[0048] LMMs 27 exchange transmit and receipt coun-
ter values to determine known unicast and multicast PDU
loss during network 12 traversal between pairs of service
endpoints of the VPLS instance implemented by VSIs
26. To determine known unicast PDU loss between a
local service endpoint to a remote service endpoint, for
example, the local one of LMMs 27 for the local service
endpoint computes PDU loss for each direction of the
service link 22 by computing differences between local
and received, remote counter values for the service end-
points. LMMs 27 may exchange transmit and receipt
counter values in loss measurement messages and loss
measurement replies, as described in ITU-T Y.1731.
Loss measurement messages and loss measurement re-
plies may specify, in an organizationally unique identifier
type-length-value field for example, a source L2 address,
a service endpoint identifier, and/or a loss measurement
domain identifier with which to identify a transmit and/or
receipt counter for exchange and loss measurement
computation.
[0049] In the illustrated instance, LMM 27C may send
LMM 27B the receipt counter and transmit counter for
the service endpoint identifier that corresponds to the
service endpoint comprised by PE 16B. LMM 27B com-
putes a far-end loss as the difference between the re-
ceived receipt counter and the transmit counter for the
service endpoint identifier that corresponds to the service
endpoint comprised by PE 16C, where far-end PDU loss
refers to the number of PDU switched in service packets
by VSI 26C over service link 22B but not received by PE
16B. LMM 27B computes a near-end PDU loss as the
difference between the received transmit counter and the
receipt counter for the service endpoint identifier that cor-
responds to the service endpoint comprised by PE 16C,
where near-end packet loss refers to the number of pack-
ets sent by PE 16B over service link 22B but not received
by PE 16C. In some instances, LMMs 27 compute PDU
loss at a finer granularity than the level of service endpoint
by exchanging transmit and receipt counter values that
are specific to particular L2 addresses of CEs 18 or other
devices within customer networks 14.
[0050] To determine multicast PDU loss between an
ingress service endpoint and one or more egress service
endpoints, the corresponding one of LMMs 27 for the
ingress service endpoint issues a multicast loss meas-
urement message that the corresponding one of VSIs 26

switches to each of the egress endpoints. The multicast
loss measurement message includes the replication fac-
tor at the ingress service endpoint for the VPLS instance.
The multicast loss measurement message may further
specify, in an organizationally unique identifier type-
length-value field for example, a source L2 address, a
service endpoint identifier, and/or a loss measurement
domain identifier. The multicast loss measurement mes-
sage may further specify a multicast transmit counter val-
ue for the multicast transmit counter that the LMM uses
to track traffic exhibiting any of the aforementioned pa-
rameters.
[0051] The corresponding egress LMMs 27 for the
egress service endpoints receive the replicated multicast
loss measurement message and identify a multicast re-
ceipt counter for the specified identifier. In example im-
plementation described above, the egress LMMs 27 may
track received multicast PDUs using multicast receipt
counters for service endpoint identifiers, loss measure-
ment domains, and/or source L2 addresses. Each of the
egress LMMs 27 computes a respective return value
based at least on the identified multicast receipt counter
value for the LMM and the replication factor carried by
the multicast loss measurement message. In some in-
stances, the egress LMMs 27 compute the return value
as the quotient of the identified multicast receipt counter
value and the replication factor. The egress LMMs 27
respond to the multicast loss measurement message by
returning their respective computed return values in a
loss measurement reply message. In some instances,
egress LMMs 27 copy a transmit counter value received
in the multicast loss measurement message to the loss
measurement reply message. Multicast loss measure-
ment messages may carry a replication factor in a type-
length-value field, which may include an organizationally
unique identifier.
[0052] The ingress LMM 27 receives the one or more
loss measurement reply messages sent by the egress
LMMs 27 and sums the return values therein to compute
an overall receipt value for the egress service endpoints
of the VPLS instance for the multicast traffic transmitted
from the ingress service endpoint. By dividing the multi-
cast receipt counter values by the replication factor at
the ingress service endpoint, the egress LMMs 27 ac-
count for the replication within the service when comput-
ing multicast PDU loss measurement. By accumulating
the return values, the ingress LMM 27 in effect computes
(in some instances, estimates) an average number of
PDUs received by each egress service endpoint in the
multicast domain for the PDUs transmitted at the ingress
service endpoint. The ingress LMM 27 computes multi-
cast PDU loss as a difference between the accumulated
value and the corresponding multicast transmit counter
value for the specified identifier.
[0053] In some aspects, rather than accounting for a
replication factor at egress service points of the VPLS
instance, in response to a multicast loss measurement
message, each of egress LMMs 27 returns an identified
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multicast receipt counter value in a loss measurement
reply to the ingress LMM 27. The ingress LMM 27, upon
receiving loss measurement replies from each of the
egress LMMs 27, accumulates the various multicast re-
ceipt counter values and divides the accumulated value
by the replication factor stored by the ingress LMM 27 to
account for replication by the ingress VSI 26. The ingress
LMM 27 computes multicast PDU loss as a difference
between the quotient value and the corresponding mul-
ticast transmit counter value for the specified identifier.
[0054] Network management system 8 communicates
with PEs 16 via network system 10 to manage and over-
see PEs 16 using a device management protocol. One
example device protocol is the Simple Network Manage-
ment Protocol (SNMP) that allows network management
system 8 to traverse and modify management informa-
tion bases (MIBs) that store configuration and perform-
ance data within each of PEs 16. Further details of the
SNMP protocol can be found in Harrington et al., RFC
3411, "An Architecture for Describing Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) Management Frame-
works," Network Working Group, the Internet Engineer-
ing Task Force draft, December 2002.
[0055] Network management system 8 may periodi-
cally, or under direction by an administrator, request serv-
ice performance data including PDU loss data for service
endpoint from PEs 16. PEs 16 perform the PDU loss
measurement techniques described above to provide
PDU loss data for the VPLS instance to network man-
agement system 8 responsive to the requests or, in some
instances, periodically or upon occurrence of a defined
event. PEs 16 may return, in addition to near-end and/or
far-end known unicast and multicast PDU loss data for
particular service endpoints, the appropriate unicast and
multicast transmit counter data for the service endpoint
to enable network management system 8 to compute a
PDU loss ratio.
[0056] Applying the described techniques may im-
prove loss measurement accuracy for VPLS and H-VPLS
instances by actively correlating known unicast service
traffic at service endpoints using service endpoint iden-
tifiers and by maintaining separate unicast and multicast
counters for the service endpoints. The techniques may
therefore reduce inaccuracies introduced by replicated
unknown unicast traffic. Moreover, by accounting for rep-
lication factors at the egress service endpoints of an L2
multicast flow, the techniques may enable multicast loss
measurement. Loss measurement results for the service
may be used to calculate PDU loss ratios between serv-
ice endpoint pairs or to provide an overall PDU loss ratio
for the VPLS instance. These more accurate loss meas-
urements for the VPLS instance may also, for example,
improve the ability of the service provider of network 12
to verify to the customer networks 14 customer that op-
eration of the VPLS instance meets the performance re-
quirements of an SLA between the customer and the
provider.
[0057] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating an example

network system 30 in which one or more network devices
monitor emulated service traffic at service endpoints and
determine packet data loss according to the techniques
described herein. As shown in FIG. 2, network system
30 includes a service provider (SP) network 31 and CE
devices 40A, 40B1, 40C1-40C3, and 40D1 (collectively,
"CEs 40"). SP network 31 may represent an example
embodiment of network 12 of FIG. 1 and, as such, PEs
32A-32C may represent example embodiments of PEs
16 of FIG. 1. Each of CEs 40 may represent an example
embodiment of one of CEs 18 of FIG. 1 and resides at
an edge of a corresponding customer network (not shown
for ease of illustration).
[0058] The service provider for SP network 31 addi-
tionally deploys multi-tenant units 36A-36D ("MTUs 36")
to serve one or more customers in, for example, multi-
tenant buildings. Each of these customers may connect
to remote customers over a different VPLS instance pro-
vided by SP network 31. CEs 40 connect to associated
serving MTUs via one of attachment circuits 46, each of
which may represent one of attachment circuits 20 of
FIG. 1.
[0059] SP network 31 aggregates upstream MTU traf-
fic from CEs 40 toward one of PEs 32 in a respective one
of spoke service links 41A-41C ("spokes 41"). For exam-
ple, MTU 36A aggregates customer L2 traffic from one
or more customer sites (e.g., the customer network
served by CE 40A) for transport via spoke 41A to PE
32A. Each of MTUs 36 supports L2 switching functionality
including L2 learning and L2 packet replication and for-
warding. In addition, MTUs 36 support virtual switching
instances 38A-38D ("VSIs 38") for one or more L2VPNs
provided by SP network 12. MTUs 36 thus offer function-
ality similar to that provided by PEs 32, in that the MTUs
receive customer L2 PDUs via attachment circuits 46 and
intelligently switch the L2 PDU toward remote customer
network in accordance with a virtual switching instance.
Moreover, while described with respect to multi-tenant
units, the techniques described herein may be applied
by any network device that supports L2 switching func-
tions, including L2 learning and replication, such as a
router or switch.
[0060] Service provider network 31 extends VPLS
functionality from PEs 32 to MTUs 36 to create a hierar-
chical VPLS, or H-VPLS, instance to offer multipoint-to-
multipoint connectivity to CEs 40. In this way, a full mesh
of service links connecting MTUs 36 is avoided to im-
prove scalability. VSIs 34A-34C of respective PEs 32 im-
plement a full mesh of hub links 43A-43C that transport
customer L2 PDUs switched by VSIs 34 to connect the
PEs in a "hub" VPLS instance for the H-VPLS instance.
Spokes 41 function as attachment circuits connecting
MTUs 36 to the hub in a "spoke" VPLS instance for the
H-VPLS instance. Each of hub links 43 and spokes 41
may be implemented, for example, as a pseudowire or
with provider Virtual LANs that use customer specific
VLAN tags to identify customer L2 traffic.
[0061] Multicast PDU 42 illustrates an example oper-
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ation by the H-VPLS instance. MTU 36A receives multi-
cast PDU 42 via one of attachment circuits 46 and switch-
es multicast PDU 42 via spoke 41A to PE 32A in accord-
ance with VSI 38A associated to the attachment circuit.
In this way, the PDU 42 "enters" the hub formed by PEs
32. PE 32A is a hub "entrance" that applies VSI 34A
identified by spoke 41A and replicates and switches mul-
ticast PDU 42 to PEs 32B, 32C via respective hub links
43B, 43A. PEs 32B, 32C may be referred to as "exit" PEs
for multicast PDU 42. Exit PE 32A forwards multicast
PDU 42 to MTU 36B via spoke 41B in accordance with
VSI 34B, and exit PE 32B replicates and forwards mul-
ticast PDU 42 to MTUs 36C, 36D via spokes 41C, 41D
in accordance with VSI 34C. Egress MTUs 36 for the
customer L2 traffic, in turn, switch the traffic to one or
more CEs 40 in accordance with VSIs 38.
[0062] LMMs 39A-39D of respective MTUs 36 and
LMMs 35A-35C of respective PEs 32 maintain transmit
and receipt counters for unicast and multicast PDUs that
traverse the H-VPLS instance corresponding to VSIs 34
and VSIs 38. MTUs 36 comprise service endpoints for
the H-VPLS instance. LMMs 39 may each represent one
of LMMs 27 of FIG. 1 in that LMMs 39 perform similar
functionality with respect to maintaining transmit and re-
ceipt counters, issuing loss measurement messages and
loss measurement reply messages, computing PDU loss
measurement using exchanged transmit and receipt
counter values, and accounting for replication factors re-
ceived in a multicast loss measurement message. LMMs
35 may each represent one of LMMs 27 of FIG. 1 in that
LMMs 39 perform similar functionality with respect to
storing and adding a replication factor to multicast loss
measurement messages.
[0063] To measure known unicast and multicast PDU
loss, LMMs 39 of MTUs 36 perform PDU loss measure-
ment techniques similar to those described above with
respect to LMMs 27 of FIG. 1. That is, MTUs 36 and PEs
32 may exchange service endpoint identifiers that identify
individual MTUs 36 as comprising service endpoints for
the H-VPLS instance. LMMs 39 maintain unicast transmit
and receipt counters mapped to a service endpoint iden-
tifier to track unicast PDUs that traverse the service end-
points comprised by the corresponding MTUs 36 and that
include a service endpoint identifier attached by VSIs 38
in the manner described above with respect to VSIs 26
of FIG. 1. LMMs 39 additionally maintain multicast trans-
mit and receipt counters mapped to a service endpoint
identifier, such as a service endpoint identifier, to track
multicast PDUs that traverse the service endpoints com-
prised by the corresponding MTUs 36 and that include
the service endpoint identifier. LMMs 39 exchange uni-
cast transmit and receipt counter values to determine
known unicast PDU loss during network 31 traversal be-
tween pairs of service endpoints of the H-VPLS instance
implemented by VSIs 38 and VSIs 34 of PEs 32.
[0064] In some instances, PEs 32 and MTUs 36 ex-
change a loss measurement domain identifier with which
each of the PEs and MTUs may express membership in

a loss measurement domain for H-VPLS instance. In in-
stances that use loss measurement domain identifiers,
LMMs 39 maintain transmit and receipt counters for
source L2 address, loss measurement domain identifier
pairs. In other words, LMMs 39 maintain unicast and/or
multicast transmit and receipt counters for source L2 ad-
dresses "behind" the loss measurement domain.
[0065] Each of LMMs 35 stores replication factors for
the H-VPLS that represents a number of replicated mul-
ticast PDUs the corresponding one of PEs 32 outputs to
other PEs 32 of the hub or to MTUs 36. Each of PEs 32
is a hub entrance for PDUs sourced by CEs 40 that con-
nect to the H-VPLS instance via an MTU 36 connected
by one of spokes 41 to the PE. Each of PEs 32 therefore
stores a replication factor for the hub entrance replication,
where the hub entrance replicator factor is the number
of replicated multicast PDUs one of VSIs 34 outputs to
other PEs 32 in the hub. Each of PEs 32 is additionally
a hub exit for PDUs switched by VSIs 34 to MTUs 36 and
therefore stores a replication factor for hub exit replica-
tion. The hub exit replication factor for one of PEs 32 is
the number of replicated multicast PDUs the correspond-
ing one of VSIs 34 switches to MTUs 36. In some instanc-
es, one or more of PEs 32 may connect directly to CEs
40 via an attachment circuit, and in such instances, the
directly connecting PEs may not replicate multicast
PDUs.
[0066] In the illustrated example, for instance, PE 32A
is a hub entrance for PDU 42 for the H-VPLS instance.
LMM 35A stores a hub entrance replication factor of value
two for PE 32A for the H-VPLS instance that accounts
for hub links 43A, 43C to PEs 32C, 32B, respectively.
LMM 35B stores hub exit replication factor of value one
for PE 32B for the H-VPLS instance that accounts for
spoke 41 B to MTU 36B. LMM 35C stores hub exit rep-
lication factor of value two for PE 32C for the H-VPLS
instance that accounts for spokes 41C, 41D to MTUs
36C, 36D.
[0067] To determine multicast PDU loss between an
ingress service endpoint and one or more egress service
endpoints, the corresponding one of LMMs 39 for the
ingress service endpoint issues a multicast loss meas-
urement message that the corresponding one of VSIs 38
switches to one of PEs 32 (the hub entrance PE) for the
ingress service endpoint. The multicast loss measure-
ment message may specify, in an organizationally unique
identifier type-length-value field for example, an identifier
in the form of a source L2 address, a service endpoint
identifier, and/or a loss measurement domain identifier,
for instance. The multicast loss measurement message
may further specify a multicast transmit counter value for
the multicast transmit counter that the LMM uses to track
traffic exhibiting any of the aforementioned parameters.
[0068] As hub PEs 32 switch the multicast loss meas-
urement message to egress service endpoints com-
prised by MTUs 36, respective LMMs 35 of the PEs add
the appropriate hub entrance or exit replication factor to
the message. Replication factors values are specific to
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H-VPLS instances. LMMs 35 may determine whether a
hub entrance or hub exit replication factor for H-VPLS
instance should be added to a multicast loss measure-
ment message based at least on the VSI 34 interface on
which the message is received. LMMs 35 add the hub
entrance replication factor to multicast loss measure-
ment messages received on one of spokes 41 and add
the hub exit replication factor to multicast loss measure-
ment messages received on one of hub links 43.
[0069] The corresponding egress LMMs 39 for the
egress service endpoints receive the replicated multicast
loss measurement message from hub exit PEs 32 and
identify a multicast receipt counter for the identifier spec-
ified in the message. Each of the egress LMMs 39 com-
putes a respective return value based at least on the
identified multicast receipt counter value for the LMM and
the entrance and exit replication factors carried by the
multicast loss measurement message. In some instanc-
es, the egress LMMs 39 compute the return value as the
quotient of the identified multicast receipt counter value
and of the product of the exit and entrance replication
factors. The egress LMMs 39 respond to the multicast
loss measurement message by returning their respective
computed return values in a loss measurement reply
message. In some instances, egress LMMs 39 copy a
transmit counter value received in the multicast loss
measurement message to the loss measurement reply
message. Multicast loss measurement messages may
carry entrance and exit replication factors in a type-
length-value field, which may include an organizationally
unique identifier.
[0070] The ingress LMM 39 receives the one or more
loss measurement reply messages sent by the egress
LMMs 39 and sums the return values therein to compute
an overall receipt value for the egress service endpoints
of the H-VPLS instance for the multicast traffic transmit-
ted from the ingress service endpoint. By dividing the
multicast receipt counter values by the product of the hub
entrance and exit replication factors, the egress LMMs
39 account for the replication along a particular branch
of the H-VPLS replication tree when computing multicast
PDU loss measurement. By accumulating the return val-
ues, the ingress LMM 39 in effect computes (in some
instances, estimates) an average number of PDUs re-
ceived by each egress service endpoint in the multicast
domain for the PDUs transmitted at the ingress service
endpoint. The ingress LMM 39 computes multicast PDU
loss as a difference between the accumulated value and
the corresponding multicast transmit counter value for
the specified identifier.
[0071] In the illustrated instance, for example, LMM
39A issues multicast loss measurement message 44A,
specifying a service endpoint identifier for a service end-
point comprised by MTU 36A, via spoke 41A to PE 32A.
LMM 35A of PE 32A adds the hub entrance replication
factor with value two to replicated multicast loss meas-
urement message 44B switched by VSI 34A to PE 32C
(not all replicates of multicast loss measurement mes-

sage 44 shown for ease of illustration). LMM 35C of PE
32C adds the hub exit replication factor with value two
to replicated loss measurement message 44C switched
by VSI 34C to MTU 36C. LMM 39C therefore receives a
multicast loss measurement message 44C that carries
hub entrance and exit replication factors with values two
and two, respectively.
[0072] LMM 39C identifies the multicast receipt coun-
ter for the service endpoint identifier specified within mul-
ticast loss measurement message 44C and computes a
return value as the quotient of the identified multicast
receipt counter value and of the product of the hub en-
trance and exit replication factors (i.e., four). LMM 39C
responds to multicast loss measurement message 44C
with a loss measurement reply to LMM 39A that includes
the computed return value. LMM 39A receives loss
measurement replies from each of LMMs 39B-39D, ac-
cumulates the returned values, and uses the accumulat-
ed value and the corresponding multicast transmit coun-
ter value for the service endpoint identifier to compute a
multicast PDU loss measurement value for the ingress
service endpoint comprised by MTU 36A.
[0073] Network management system 8 communicates
with PEs 32 and MTUs 36 via network system 30 to man-
age and oversee PEs 32 and MTUs 36 using a device
management protocol, such as SNMP. Network man-
agement system 8 of FIG. 2 may be an example embod-
iment of network management system 8 of FIG. 1. Net-
work management system 8 may periodically, or under
direction by an administrator, request service perform-
ance data including known unicast and/or multicast PDU
loss data for service endpoint comprised by MTUs 36
from the MTUs. MTUs 36 and PEs 32 perform the PDU
loss measurement techniques described above to pro-
vide PDU loss data for the VPLS instance to network
management system 8 responsive to the requests or, in
some instances, periodically or upon occurrence of a de-
fined event. PEs 16 may return, in addition to near-end
and/or far-end known unicast and multicast PDU loss
data for particular service endpoints, the appropriate uni-
cast and multicast transmit counter data for the service
endpoint to enable network management system 8 to
compute a PDU loss ratio.
[0074] Applying the described techniques may im-
prove loss measurement accuracy for H-VPLS instances
by actively correlating known unicast service traffic at
service endpoints using service endpoint identifiers and
by maintaining separate unicast and multicast counters
for the service endpoints. The techniques may therefore
reduce inaccuracies introduced by replicated unknown
unicast traffic. Moreover, by accounting for hub entrance
and exit replication factors at the egress service end-
points of an L2 multicast flow, the techniques may enable
multicast loss measurement. Loss measurement results
for the service may be used to calculate PDU loss ratios
between service endpoint pairs or to provide an overall
PDU loss ratio for the H-VPLS instance. These more ac-
curate loss measurements for the H-VPLS instance may
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also, for example, improve the ability of the service pro-
vider of network 31 to verify to a customer that operation
of the H-VPLS instance meets the performance require-
ments of an SLA between the customer and the provider.
[0075] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating example
provider edge router 50 ("router 50") that emulates serv-
ice traffic in the context of a VPLS or H-VPLS instance
and performs PDU loss measurement techniques de-
scribed in this disclosure. Reference to a VPLS instance
hereinafter may refer to a VPLS instance that is an H-
VPLS instance. For purposes of illustration, router 50
may be described below within the context of an example
network system 10 of FIG. 1 that implements service links
22 with pseudowires and may represent any one of PEs
16. Moreover, while described with respect to a particular
network device, e.g., a router, the techniques may be
implemented by any network device that may operate as
a service endpoint or H-VPLS hub router. For example,
router 50 may also represent and perform the function-
ality of any of MTUs 36 or PEs 32 of FIG. 2. The tech-
niques should therefore not be limited to the example
embodiments described in this disclosure.
[0076] Router 50 includes a control unit 52 and inter-
face cards 56A-56N ("IFCs 56") coupled to control unit
52 via internal links 62A-62N. Control unit 52 may com-
prise one or more processors (not shown in FIG. 3) that
execute software instructions, such as those used to de-
fine a software or computer program, stored to a com-
puter-readable storage medium (again, not shown in FIG.
3), such as non-transitory computer-readable mediums
including a storage device (e.g., a disk drive, or an optical
drive) or a memory (such as Flash memory, random ac-
cess memory or RAM) or any other type of volatile or
non-volatile memory, that stores instructions to cause
the one or more processors to perform the techniques
described herein. Alternatively or additionally, control
unit 52 may comprise dedicated hardware, such as one
or more integrated circuits, one or more Application Spe-
cific Integrated Circuits (ASICs), one or more Application
Specific Special Processors (ASSPs), one or more Field
Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), or any combina-
tion of one or more of the foregoing examples of dedi-
cated hardware, for performing the techniques described
herein.
[0077] In this example, control unit 52 is divided into
two logical or physical "planes" to include a first control
or routing plane 54A and a second data or forwarding
plane 54B. That is, control unit 52 implements two sep-
arate functionalities, e.g., the routing and forwarding
functionalities, either logically, e.g., as separate software
instances executing on the same set of hardware com-
ponents, or physically, e.g., as separate physical dedi-
cated hardware components that either statically imple-
ment the functionality in hardware or dynamically execute
software or a computer program to implement the func-
tionality.
[0078] Control plane 54A of control unit 52 executes
the routing functionality of router 50. In this respect, con-

trol plane 54A represents hardware or a combination of
hardware and software of control unit 52 that implements
routing protocols (not shown in FIG. 3) by which routing
information stored in routing information base 68 ("RIB
68") may be determined. RIB 68 may include information
defining a topology of a network, such as SP network 12.
Control plane 54A may resolve the topology defined by
routing information in RIB 68 to select or determine one
or more routes through the network. Control plane 54A
may then update data plane 54B with these routes, where
data plane 54B maintains these routes as forwarding in-
formation 92. Forwarding or data plane 54B represents
hardware or a combination of hardware and software of
control unit 52 that forwards network traffic in accordance
with forwarding information 92.
[0079] Control plane 54A further comprises manage-
ment interface 66 (illustrated as "mgmt. interface 66") by
which network management system 8 (illustrated as
"NMS 8"), or in some instances an administrator using a
command line or graphical user interface, configures in
VPLS module 64 ("VPLS 64") one or more VPLS instanc-
es for a network to interconnect combinations of Ethernet
customer networks into a single Ethernet domain using
pseudowires. For example, network management sys-
tem 8 may configure router 50 as a participant in a par-
ticular VPLS instance, such as the VPLS instance imple-
mented by VSIs 26 of FIG. 1 or the H-VPLS instance
implemented by VSIs 34, 38, having an associated VPLS
identifier. VPLS module 64 may perform auto-discovery
or other techniques to determine additional PE routers
or MTUs participating in a VPLS instance and additionally
performing signaling to establish a full mesh of pseu-
dowires between PE 50 and each of the additional PE
routers. In the case of an H-VPLS instance, VPLS module
64 may perform signaling to establish one or more spokes
and/or one or more hub links with one or more other MTUs
and/or routers. VPLS module 64 may execute Label Dis-
tribution Protocol (LDP)- and/or Border Gateway Proto-
col (BGP)-based techniques to perform the auto-discov-
ery and signaling.
[0080] Each established pseudowire is associated with
an inbound pseudowire label, an outbound pseudowire
label, an associated pseudowire identity. In the case of
an H-VPLS instance, each established hub link or spoke
is a pseudowire in this example. Upon establishing pseu-
dowires for a VPLS instance, VPLS module 64 stores
pseudowires identities for the pseudowires and attach-
ment circuit identities for the VPLS instance in one of
pseudowire tables 64 ("PW tables 64") in data plane 54B
for the VPLS instance. Where router 50 represents a hub
router for the H-VPLS, PW tables 64 includes pseudowire
identities for hub links, as well as pseudowire identities
for spokes that effectively operate as attachment circuits
between MTUs and the hub routers. Where router 50
represents a spoke router or MTU, PW tables 64 includes
pseudowire identities for spokes and attachment circuit
identities that specify customer-facing interfaces for the
H-VPLS instance.
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[0081] Data plane 54B provides high-speed forwarding
of network traffic received by interface cards 56 via in-
bound links 58A-58N. VPLS layer 80, pseudowire layer
88 (illustrated as "PW layer 88"), and tunnel layer 90 of
data plane 54B process and forward received network
traffic associated with VPLS instances in which router 50
participates in accordance with forwarding information
92, MAC tables 82, and PW tables 84. Each of VPLS
layer 80, PW layer 88, and tunnel layer 90 represents
components of data plane 54B to implement the respec-
tive functionality of the layer. For example, VPLS layer
80 represents hardware or a combination of hardware
and software to implement virtual switching and other
VPLS-related functionality for VPLS instances in which
router 50 participates.
[0082] Tunnel layer 90 provides tunneling services to
deliver one or more pseudowires over a packet-switched
network to additional routers participating in VPLS in-
stances. A single tunnel may carry one or more pseu-
dowires. VPLS 64 may perform setup, maintenance, and
tear-down signaling for tunnels underlying pseudowires
of the VPLS instances. Tunnels implemented by tunnel
layer 90 may include LSPs as well as GRE, L2TP, and
IPsec tunnels. Tunnel layer 90 receives outbound pseu-
dowire traffic and a specified tunnel identifier from pseu-
dowire layer 88 and outputs the traffic in accordance with
the specified tunnel. Tunnel layer 90 delivers pseudowire
packets received via a tunnel to PW layer 88.
[0083] Pseudowire layer 88 selects VPLS instances to
process received pseudowire packets based on the re-
spective pseudowire label of the packet. That is, upon
receiving a pseudowire-labeled packet from tunnel layer
90, PW layer 88 strips the pseudowire label from the PDU
and selects the VPLS instance associated with the pseu-
dowire identified by the label. In other words, the PW
layer 88 uses the attached pseudowire label to demulti-
plex the PDU for handling by VPLS layer 80 according
to the appropriate VPLS instance. Pseudowire layer 88
additionally receives outbound PDUs and pseudowire
identities from VPLS layer 80, maps the pseudowire iden-
tities to outbound pseudowire labels for the pseudowires,
attaches the outbound pseudowire labels to the PDUs,
and sends the pseudowire traffic to tunnel layer 90 for
output in packet-switched network tunnels that carry the
pseudowire.
[0084] VPLS layer 80 of data plane 54B implements
one or more VPLS instances in which router 50 partici-
pates by operating as a virtual switch or virtual bridge to
interconnect multiple customer networks over a provider
network, or to connect spokes and hub links of an H-
VPLS instance. VPLS layer 80 performs L2 learning, that
is, VPLS layer 80 "learns" customer device L2 addresses
(hereinafter, "MAC addresses") from inbound PWs and
inbound attachment circuit interfaces and associates
those customer MAC addresses with corresponding out-
bound PWs and outbound attachment circuit interfaces.
For each VPLS instance, VPLS layer 80 includes a re-
spective one of PW tables 84 that stores pseudowire

identifies for the VPLS instance as well as a respective
one of MAC tables 82 that maps learned L2 addresses
to outbound interfaces of IFCs 56, to pseudowire identi-
ties included in the respective PW table for the VPLS
instance, or to pseudowire identities that represent a
spoke for an H-VPLS instance.
[0085] VPLS 64 of control plane 54A includes service
endpoint identifier exchange module 65 (illustrated as
"SEID exchange 65") that extends VPLS signaling to pro-
vide and receive service endpoints identifiers (SEIDs) of
a VPLS instance. An SEID is a unique identifier within a
VPLS instance and may comprise, for example, a net-
work address for router 50, an identifier for a customer
device attached to the VPLS instance at router 50, or an
identity set by an administrator via management interface
66. SEID exchange module 65 stores SEIDs for the VPLS
instance to SEIDs 87 of VPLS layer 80 for use by loss
measurement PDU handler 86 in performing loss meas-
urement filtering and accounting techniques described
herein. SEIDs 87 maps L2 addresses of customer devic-
es to SEIDs for the ingress service endpoints for the cus-
tomer devices. SEIDs 87 may be implemented as an as-
sociative data structure that maps a table of SEID-L2
address mappings to a VPLS instance implemented by
VPLS layer 80. In some instances, SEIDs 87 or a copy
thereof may be located within control plane 54A.
[0086] Loss measurement module 70 of control plane
54A illustrates LMMs 27 of FIG.1 and LMMs 35, 39 of
FIG. 2 in further detail. Accounting module 72 of loss
measurement module 70 establishes and maintains, in
endpoint PDU counters 74 (illustrated as "endpoint PDU
ctrls. 74"), separate unicast and multicast transmit and
receipt counters for each of SEIDs 87 for a VPLS in-
stance. In some instances, accounting module 72 further
maps endpoint PDU counters 74 to a loss measurement
domain. In some instances, loss measurement module
70 may occupy data plane 54B. For example, loss meas-
urement module 70 may be distributed to one or more
packet forwarding engines each associated with one or
more of IFCs 56.
[0087] Loss measurement PDU handler 86 (illustrated
as "LM PDU handler 86" and hereinafter "handler 86") of
VPLS layer 80 attaches an SEID shim header to PDUs
received by router 50 at an ingress service endpoint of
a VPLS instance. In other words, when router 50 receives
a PDU on an inbound interface for one of inbound links
58 that is an attachment circuit for a VPLS instance in
which router 50 participates, handler 86 determines
whether the PDU is a multicast PDU or whether destina-
tion L2 address for the PDU is present in MAC tables 82
for the VPLS instance and the PDU is therefore known
unicast. If so, handler 86 determines the SEID for the
VPLS instance and attaches a shim header to the PDU
that specifies the SEID. VPLS layer 80 switches the PDU
with attached shim header to a pseudowire for the VPLS
instance in accordance with MAC tables 82 and PW ta-
bles 84. If the PDU is unknown unicast, handler 86 does
not attach a shim header and VPLS layer 80 broadcasts
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the PDU over core-facing pseudowires specified by PW
tables 84 for the VPLS instance.
[0088] If the PDU is multicast, handler 86 directs ac-
counting module 72 to increment a multicast transmit
counter in endpoint PDU counters 74 for the SEID for the
service endpoint comprised by router 50. If the PDU is
known unicast, handler 86 directs accounting module 72
to increment a unicast transmit counter in endpoint PDU
counters 74 for the SEID for the service endpoint com-
prised by router 50.
[0089] Handler 86 additionally inspects PDUs received
from PW layer 88 to determine whether the PDUs include
attached shim headers that specify SEIDs for ingress
service endpoints of the PDUs. For each PDU with an
attached shim header, handler 86 determines the spec-
ified SEID and further determines whether the PDU is of
multicast or unicast type. Handler 86 directs accounting
module 72 to increment the appropriate multicast or uni-
cast receipt counter for the determined SEID for the PDU
type. VPLS layer 80 then switches the PDU. In addition,
handler 86 maps the L2 source address of the PDU rep-
resenting a customer device to the determined SEID in
SEIDs 87.
[0090] Loss measurement module 70 determines PDU
loss for between the service endpoint comprised by rout-
er 50 and other service endpoints for VPLS instances in
which router 50 participates. In one example, loss meas-
urement module 70 reads unicast transmit and receipt
counter values of endpoint PDU counters 74 for a local,
remote service endpoint pair and additionally receives
remote transmit and receipt counter values for the local,
remote service endpoint pair from a network device that
comprises the remote service endpoint. Using the read
and received counter values, loss measurement module
70 computes, for the service endpoint pair, PDU loss
measurement statistics based on the differences be-
tween transmit and receipt counter values for each di-
rection of PDU traffic between the service endpoints.
[0091] Loss measurement message handler 76 (illus-
trated as "LM message handler 76" and hereinafter "LMM
handler 76") of loss measurement module 70 generates
and handles loss measurement messages and loss
measurement replies for router 50 to exchange transmit
and receipt counters and, in some instances, to add rep-
lication factors to in-transit loss measurement messages.
LMM handler 76 may establish, for example, a transmis-
sion control protocol (TCP) session or other high-layer
session with the additional network devices to exchange
messages to obtain remote counter values for the service
endpoints. In some examples, LMM handler 76 injects
loss measurement messages "in-profile" into pseu-
dowires at PW layer 88 and receives loss measurement
replies filtered by handler 86 to control plane 54A in order
to exchange messages with the additional network de-
vices to obtain remote counter values for service end-
points. Loss measurement messages generated by LMM
handler 76 specify an SEID for a service endpoint com-
prised by router 50.

[0092] LMM handler 76 may additionally issue multi-
cast loss measurement messages specifying an SEID
for a service endpoint of a VPLS instance comprised by
router 50. Replication factor table 78 (illustrated as "RF
table 78") maps replication factors for router 50 to VPLS
instances in which the router participates. Where the
VPLS instance is a standard VPLS, replication factor ta-
ble 78 maps a value N-1 to the VPLS instance, where N
is the number of routers participating in the VPLS in-
stance. Where the VPLS instance is an H-VPLS and rout-
er 50 participates as a hub router for the VPLS instance,
replication factor table 78 maps both hub entrance and
hub exit replication factors for router 50 to the VPLS in-
stance. Replication factor table 78 may map replication
factors to VPLS instances by mapping the replication fac-
tors to respective pseudowire identifiers for pseudowires
of the VPLS instances.
[0093] In the case of a standard VPLS, LMM handler
76 determines the replication factor for a VPLS instance
and adds the replication factor to multicast loss meas-
urement messages that specify an SEID for a service
endpoint of the VPLS instance comprised by router 50.
In the case of an H-VPLS, LMM handler 76 may not add
a replication factor to issued multicast loss measurement
messages when router 50 comprises the ingress service
endpoint for the multicast PDU flow under analysis, for
router 50 in such instances attaches to the H-VPLS hub
over a single spoke. Where router 50 is a hub router for
the H-VPLS, LM PDU handler 86 filters a received mul-
ticast loss measurement message for the H-VPLS to
LMM handler 76, which determines whether the router
is a hub entrance or hub exit for the received multicast
loss measurement message, determines the appropriate
replication factor in replication factor table 78 for the H-
VPLS, and adds the replication factor to the multicast
loss measurement message. VPLS layer 80 switches the
modified multicast loss measurement message accord-
ing to MAC tables 82 and PW tables 84.
[0094] Handler 86 additionally filters received loss
measurement messages (both unicast and multicast) to
LMM handler 76, which generates and sends corre-
sponding loss measurement replies to the respective net-
work device that issued the loss measurement messag-
es. To determine return values for a particular loss meas-
urement reply, handler 86 identifies the SEID mapped to
the L2 source address for the corresponding loss meas-
urement message in SEIDs 87 and provides this ingress
SEID to LMM handler 76, which obtains the appropriate
receipt counter value for the SEID in endpoint PDU
counters 74 and adds the value to the loss measurement
reply. In the case of a multicast loss measurement mes-
sage, loss measurement module 70 computes a return
value based on the multicast receipt counter value for
the SEID and the one or more replications factors includ-
ed in the loss measurement message.
[0095] Handler 86 additionally filters received loss
measurement replies to LMM handler 76. Loss measure-
ment module 70 uses the counter values included in loss
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measurement replies to compute PDU loss measure-
ment between service endpoints. Loss measurement
module 70 provides computed PDU loss measurement
statistics for the service endpoints to NMS 8 via manage-
ment interface 66. In various aspects, loss measurement
module 70 may perform PDU loss measurement deter-
mination techniques autonomously (i.e., "proactively") or
responsive to requests from NMS 8 via management in-
terface 66 (i.e, "on-demand"). As a result, router 50 op-
erating according to the techniques of this disclosure may
accurately provide to NMS 8 PDU loss measurement sta-
tistics for service endpoints of VPLS instances in which
router 50 participates. NMS 8 may thus use the PDU loss
measurement statistics for the VPLS instances to deter-
mine an accurate, overall PDU loss for any particular
VPLS instance in which router 50 participates.
[0096] In some embodiments, aspects of data plane
54B are distributed to a number of distributed forwarding
units, such as packet forwarding engines, each associ-
ated with a different one or more IFCs 56. In these em-
bodiments, LM PDU handler 86 may be distributed to the
distributed forwarding units to enable high-speed shim
header attachment and identification and loss measure-
ment message/loss measurement reply filtering within
the data plane.
[0097] FIG. 4 is a flowchart illustrating an example
mode of operation of router 50 of FIG. 3 to attach a shim
header specifying a service endpoint identifier and to
track transmitted PDUs according to the techniques de-
scribed herein. One of IFCs 56 receives a customer PDU
at an attachment circuit interface of one of inbound links
58, where the attachment circuit is associated with a
VPLS instance in which router 50 participates (100). Loss
measurement PDU handler 86 determines whether the
PDU is a multicast PDU (102) and, if so (YES branch of
102), determines the SEID in SEIDs 87 for the service
endpoint comprised by router 50 and attaches a shim
header to the PDU that specifies the determined SEID
(112). Handler 86 then directs accounting module 72 to
increment the multicast transmit counter for the SEID
(114), and VPLS layer 80 switches the PDU with attached
shim header toward one or more egress service end-
points (110).
[0098] If the PDU is a unicast PDU (NO branch of 102),
handler 86 determines whether the PDU L2 destination
address is learned within MAC tables 82 for the VPLS
instance (104). If the destination address is learned and
the PDU is therefore known unicast (YES branch of 104),
handler 86 determines the SEID in SEIDs 87 for the serv-
ice endpoint comprised by router 50 and attaches a shim
header to the PDU that specifies the determined SEID
(106). Handler 86 then directs accounting module 72 to
increment the unicast transmit counter for the SEID
(108), and VPLS layer 80 switches the PDU with attached
shim header toward one or more egress service end-
points (110).
[0099] FIG. 5 is a flowchart illustrating an example
mode of operation of router 50 of FIG. 3 to track received

PDUs according to the techniques described herein. In-
itially, one of IFCs 56 receives a customer PDU at a pseu-
dowire interface of one of inbound links 58, where the
pseudowire egress is associated with an egress service
endpoint of a VPLS instance in which router 50 partici-
pates (130). If the PDU includes an attached shim header
that specifies an SEID (YES branch of 132), loss meas-
urement PDU handler 86 determines whether the PDU
is a multicast PDU (134). If the PDU is multicast (YES
branch of 134), handler 86 directs accounting module 72
to increment the multicast receipt counter for the SEID
(136). Otherwise (NO branch of 134), handler 86 directs
accounting module 72 to increment the unicast receipt
counter for the SEID (138). VPLS layer 80 switches the
PDU to one or more attachment circuits for the VPLS
instance (140).
[0100] FIG. 6 is a flowchart illustrating an example
mode of operation of router 50 of FIG. 3 to determine
unicast PDU loss between local and remote service end-
points of a VPLS instance in accordance with the de-
scribed techniques. Loss measurement message han-
dler 76 generates and sends a loss measurement mes-
sage to another network device to request a remote trans-
mit counter value for a remote service endpoint identified
by a remote SEID as well as a remote request counter
value for the local SEID of the local service endpoint com-
prised by router 50 (200). LMM handler 76 may generate
the loss measurement message to specify the local SEID
within a type-length-value field or within a shim header.
Further, LMM handler 76 may specify in the loss meas-
urement message the remote SEID or an L2 address for
a customer device serviced the remote service endpoint.
LMM handler 76 receives a loss measurement reply from
the network device that comprises the remote service
endpoint (202). Loss measurement module 70 calculates
the far-end PDU loss between the service endpoints as
a difference between a local transmit counter value for
the local SEID in endpoint PDU counters 74 and the re-
ceived, remote receipt counter value for the local SEID
(204). Loss measurement module 70 also calculates the
near-end PDU loss between the service endpoints as a
difference between the received, remote transmit coun-
ter value for the remote SEID and a local receipt counter
value for the remote SEID in endpoint PDU counters 74
(206). Loss measurement module 70 sends PDU loss
measurement data based on the computed near-end and
far-end PDU loss between the service endpoints to NMS
8 via management interface 66 (208).
[0101] FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating an example
mode of operation of router 50 of FIG. 3 to determine a
return value for a loss measurement reply responsive to
a received multicast loss measurement message accord-
ing to the described techniques. Loss measurement
module 70 receives a multicast loss measurement mes-
sage for a VPLS instance from another network device
that participates in the VPLS instance (220). The multi-
cast loss measurement message species an SEID for an
ingress service endpoint of a multicast PDU flow as well
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as one or more replication factors that represent a
number of replications performed by replication points in
the VPLS instance for multicast PDUs of the multicast
PDU flow from the specified SEID. Loss measurement
module 70 determines the multicast receipt counter value
in endpoint PDU counters 74 for the specified SEID (222)
and computes a return value using the determined value
and the replication factors included within the loss meas-
urement message (224). For example, loss measure-
ment module 70 may compute the return value as the
quotient of the determined value and the product of the
replication factors. The return value may be an integer,
in which case any quotient remainder may be ignored.
LMM hander 76 returns a loss measurement reply that
includes the return value to the network device that is-
sued the loss measurement message.
[0102] FIG. 8 is a flow chart illustrating an example
mode of operation of router 50 of FIG. 3 to determine
multicast PDU loss between ingress and egress service
endpoints of a VPLS instance for a multicast PDU flow
using the techniques described herein. LMM handler 76
issues a multicast loss measurement message that in-
cludes the SEID for the ingress service endpoint of the
VPLS instance comprised by router 50 (230). Subse-
quently, LMM handler 76 receives one or more loss
measurement replies, response to the multicast loss
measurement message, from network devices that com-
prise the egress service endpoints of the VPLS instance
for the multicast PDU flow (232). Each of the loss meas-
urement replies includes a return value computed by the
network device that comprises the associated egress
service endpoint. Loss measurement module 70 of router
50 accumulates the one or more return values (234) and
calculates multicast PDU loss within the VPLS instance
as a difference between a multicast transmit counter for
the SEID in endpoint PDU counters 74 and the accumu-
lated value (236). Loss measurement module 70 sends
PDU loss measurement data based on the calculated
multicast PDU loss between the ingress and egress serv-
ice endpoints to NMS 8 via management interface 66
(238).
[0103] FIG. 9 is a block diagram illustrating replication
factor table 300, an example embodiment of replication
factor table 78 of router 50 of FIG. 3. In the illustrated
embodiment, replication factor table 300 includes repli-
cation factor entries 302A-302C that each map both a
hub entrance and hub exit replication factor to a loss
measurement domain ("LM domain") for an H-VPLS in-
stance. In some embodiments, each of replication factor
entries 302A-302C additionally or alternatively includes
a service endpoint identifier to which the entries map the
corresponding replication factors. In use by a hub router
of the H-VPLS instance, such as router 50 of FIG. 3 op-
erating as a hub router, LMM handler 76 receives a loss
measurement message that identifies a loss measure-
ment domain. If LMM handler 76 received the loss meas-
urement message on a spoke of the H-VPLS, LMM han-
dler 76 adds the entrance replication factor for the iden-

tified loss measurement domain prior to switching of the
loss measurement module 70 by VPLS layer 80. Other-
wise, LMM handler adds the exit replication factor for the
identified loss measurement domain.
[0104] FIG. 10 is a block diagram illustrating example
local endpoint unicast PDU counters 310 ("local counters
310") and remote endpoint unicast PDU counters 314
("remote counters 310") comprised by separate network
devices that implement the techniques of this disclosure.
Local counters 310 represent an example embodiment
of endpoint PDU counters 74 of router 50 of FIG. 3 op-
erating as MTU 36A within the context of network system
30 of FIG. 2. Remote counters 314 represent an example
embodiment of endpoint PDU counters 74 of router 50
of FIG. 3 operating as MTU 36B within the context of
network system 30 of FIG. 2. Local counters 310 includes
local counter entries 312A-312B that each map a transmit
("TX") and receipt ("RX") counter to a service endpoint
identifier ("SEID") that identifies a service endpoint in the
H-VPLS instance illustrated in FIG. 3. Similarly, remote
counters 314 includes remote counter entries 316A-
316B that each map a transmit ("TX") and receipt ("RX")
counter to an SEID that identifies a service endpoint in
the H-VPLS instance illustrated in FIG. 3. In this example,
MTU 36A, 36B use identifiers for customer devices, such
as MAC addresses for the customer device, as SEIDs
for the service endpoints.
[0105] In an example operation, described with respect
to components of router 50 of FIG. 3, LM PDU handler
86 of MTU 36A attaches a local SEID for the service
endpoint comprised by MTU 36A (in this example,
"CE_40A") to an outbound customer PDU for the VPLS
instance and VPLS layer 80 switches the PDU and at-
tached SEID toward MTU 36B. PDU handler 86 of MTU
36A determines the remote SEID for the destination L2
address of the PDU (in this example, "CE_40B1") and
directs accounting module 72 to increment the transmit
counter of local counter entry 312A mapped to the remote
SEID.
[0106] VPLS layer 80 receives the transmitted PDU
and LM PDU handler 86 of MTU 36B identifies the local
SEID attached to the PDU. LM PDU handler 86 directs
accounting module 72 to increment the RX counter of
remote counter entry 316A mapped to the local SEID.
Loss measurement module 70 of MTU 36B provides
transmit and receipt counter values of remote counter
entry 316A to loss measurement module 70 of MTU 36A,
which computes PDU loss in accordance with the tech-
niques described with respect to FIG. 6. In this way,
MTUs 36A, 36B determine unicast packet loss between
their respective service endpoints.
[0107] FIG. 11 is a block diagram illustrating example
endpoint multicast PDU counters 120A-120D for respec-
tive MTUs 36A-36D of FIG. 2. Each counter entry in end-
point multicast PDU counters 120 is mapped to an SEID
for a service endpoint comprised by one of MTUs 36. For
example, endpoint multicast PDU counter 120A maps a
transmit ("TX") counter to SEID "1" that identifies a serv-
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ice endpoint comprised by MTU 36A. Endpoint multicast
PDU counter 120A additionally maps a receipt ("RX")
counter to SEID "2" that identifies a service endpoint com-
prised by MTU 36B.
[0108] As described with respect to FIG. 3, each of
CEs 40 attached to MTUs 36 uses the H-VPLS instance.
In some examples, one or more of CEs 40 may not con-
nect to the H-VPLS instance, and in such examples each
of endpoint multicast PDU counters 120A-120D may in-
clude an additional column to disambiguate among serv-
ice endpoints for a plurality of CEs 40 attached to a single
one of MTUs 36.
[0109] In an example operation in the context of net-
work system 30 of FIG. 2, MTU 36A issues a multicast
loss measurement message that specifies SEID "1". PEs
32 of FIG. 3 add entrance and exit replication factors to
the multicast loss measurement message as the mes-
sage traverses the H-VPLS hub. Each of MTUs 36B-36D
computes a return value for a loss measurement reply
to the multicast loss measurement message that they
received. MTU 36B receives a loss measurement mes-
sage that specifies a hub entrance replication factor of
two (due to the two hub links 43B, 43A) and a hub exit
replication factor of one (spoke 41 B). MTU 36B deter-
mines the multicast receipt counter value in endpoint mul-
ticast PDU counters 120B for SEID "1" and computes the
quotient of the value and the product of the replication
factors as return value = 84 / (2*1) = 42 and sends the
return value to MTU 36A in a loss measurement reply.
MTU 36C and MTU 36D receive a loss measurement
message that specifies a hub entrance replication factor
of two (due to the two hub links 43B, 43A) and a hub exit
replication factor of two (spoke 41C, 41D). MTU 36C de-
termines the multicast receipt counter value in endpoint
multicast PDU counters 120C for SEID "1" and computes
the quotient of the value and the product of the replication
factors as return value = 96 / (2*2) = 24 and sends the
return value to MTU 36A in a loss measurement reply.
Similarly, MTU 36D determines the multicast receipt
counter value in endpoint multicast PDU counters 120D
for SEID "1" and computes the quotient of the value and
the product of the replication factors as return value = 94
/ (2*2) = 24 and sends the return value to MTU 36A in a
loss measurement reply.
[0110] MTU 36A therefore receives values of 42, 24,
and 24 in loss measurement replies responsive to the
multicast loss measurement message. MTU 36A accu-
mulates the values as follows, 42+24+24 = 90, and com-
putes a difference between the multicast transmit counter
value in endpoint multicast PDU counters 120A for SEID
"1" and the accumulated value. The difference value of
10 represents the multicast PDU loss between the in-
gress service endpoint of the H-VPLS comprised by MTU
36A and egress service endpoints of the H-VPLS com-
prised by MTUs 36B-36D.
[0111] FIG. 12 is a block diagram illustrating an exam-
ple logical protocol-layering model 140 ("protocol model
140") to support the PDU loss measurements techniques

of this disclosure. Protocol model 140 includes emulated
service layer 140A that carries L2 PDUs in this example,
shim header layer 140B, service demultiplexer layer
140C, packet-switched network (PSN) tunnel layer
140D, data link layer 140E, and physical layer 140F. With
the exception of shim header layer 140B, the various
layer of protocol model 140 are described in detail in
"Pseudo Wire Emulation Edge-to-Edge (PWE3) Archi-
tecture". Shim header layer 140B is carried by service
demultiplexer layer 140C and allows network devices
that participate in a VPLS instance to identify L2 PDUs
of emulated server layer 140C as known unicast. Shim
header layer 140B further allows the network devices to
identify ingress service endpoints for both unicast and
multicast L2 PDUs. In some embodiments, shim header
layer 140B additionally, or alternatively, carries a loss
measurement domain identifier to allow network devices
to determine the domain of network devices that will par-
ticipate in loss measurement for the VPLS instance.
[0112] FIG. 13 is a block diagram illustrating Connec-
tivity Fault Management ("CFM") modules 152A, 152B
("CFM modules 152") and accounting modules 156A,
156B ("accounting modules 156") of respective PE rout-
ers 150A, 150B ("PE routers 150") that monitor known
unicast and multicast PDU traffic and exchange PDU
counter data to provide PDU loss measurement results
in accordance with the techniques described herein. PE
routers 150A, 150B may each represent any of PEs 16
of FIG. 1, or PEs 32 or MTUs 32 of FIG. 2, or router 50
of FIG. 3. Accounting modules 156A, 156B may each
represent any accounting module 72 of FIG. 3. CFM mod-
ules 152 may each represent loss measurement module
70 of FIG. 3. Accordingly, each of CFM modules 152 may
be distributed to respective packet forwarding engines
of the associated one of PE routers 150. For example, a
packet forwarding engine of PE router 150A may com-
prise one or more of MEPs 154 that serve service end-
points that send/receive packets at interface cards asso-
ciated with the packet forwarding engine.
[0113] Conventional maintenance entities (MEs), as
described for example in ITU-T Y1731, refer to a single
point-to-point (P2P) Ethernet connection, such as that
provided at the customer-facing interfaces of a virtual
circuit to implement a P2P L2VPN. A multipoint-to-
multipoint (MP2MP) Ethernet connection, such as that
provided by a VPLS over a service provider network, in-
cludes a number of maintenance entities that each rep-
resents a P2P Ethernet connection within the MP2MP
Ethernet connection. Each ME in an MP2MP Ethernet
connection terminates at one of the points of the Ethernet
connection. That is, multiple MEs may terminate at a sin-
gle service point. Moreover, conventional MEPs that ap-
ply OAM techniques do not have a mechanism for cor-
relating ingress Ethernet traffic at an inbound Ethernet
connection for a MEG that includes the MEPs with par-
ticular egress Ethernet traffic at an outbound Ethernet
connection for the MEG. As a result, Ethernet traffic that
is replicated by the provider of the Ethernet service may
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be inaccurately counted multiple times at various egress
MEPs that all connect to single ingress MEP for the
MP2MP Ethernet connection due to BUM traffic across
the service.
[0114] CFM modules 152 includes respective mainte-
nance entity group endpoints (MEPs) 154A-154C and
155A-155C ("MEPs 154, 155") that each mark a service
endpoint of an L2VPN, such as a VPLS instance, in which
the corresponding one of PE routers 150 participates.
Accounting modules 156 track known unicast PDU pack-
ets that traverse service endpoints of PE routers 150 by
incrementing counter fields of a corresponding one of
endpoint PDU counters 158A, 158B, while refraining from
counting unknown unicast PDU packets, using tech-
niques described in this disclosure.
[0115] MEPs 154, 155 exchange endpoint PDU coun-
ter values to measure PDU loss using the messaging
protocol described in ITU-T Y.1731. MEPs 154, 155 may
perform single-ended and/or dual-ended PDU loss
measurement. Moreover, while MEPs 154, 155 may per-
form proactive and/or periodic loss measurement, the
techniques are described with respect to periodic loss
measurement for single-ended, on-demand OAM in
which MEP 154A and MEP 155A exchange loss meas-
urement messages (LMMs) and loss measurement re-
plies (LMRs) having embedded endpoint PDU counter
values and formed in accordance with the loss measure-
ment message protocol described in ITU-T Y.1731.
[0116] MEP 154A initiates an on-demand loss meas-
urement by issuing LMM 162 in-profile to MEP 155A.
That is, MEP 154A sends LMM 162 to MEP 155A over
VPLS instance for which the MEPs operate as endpoints.
LMM 162 includes TxFCf value C2, the value of local
transmission counter (TxFCL) 158A1 for the service end-
point at the time MEP 154A issues LMM 162. Responsive
to receiving LMM 162, MEP 155A issues LMR 160 that
includes TxTCf value C2 copied from the TxFCf value of
LMM 162; RxFCf value C3, the value of remote receipt
counter (RxFCl) 158B2 at the time of LMM 162 reception;
and TxFCb value C4, the value of remote transmission
counter (TxFCl) 158B1 at the time of LMR 160 transmis-
sion.
[0117] In this way, the MEPs 154, 155 replace conven-
tional Ethernet service counter values with endpoint uni-
cast PDU counter values. In some instances, MEPs 154,
155 issue LMMs/LMRs that have an Opcode or Version
number that identifies the messages as carrying endpoint
PDU counter values. In some instances, MEPs 154, 155
issue LMMs/LMRs having appended Type-Length-Value
fields that carry the endpoint PDU counter values. In this
way, MEPs 154, 155 may disambiguate conventional
LMMs/LMRs from LMMs/LMRs formed according to the
described techniques. MEPs 154, 155 may exchange
LMMs/LMRs in-profile or in a separate communication
session between PE routers 150.
[0118] Upon receipt of LMR 160, MEP 154A obtains
RxFCl value C1, the value of local receipt counter (RxFCl)
158A2 at the time of LMR receipt. MEP 154A thus has

values for each of the remote counters for the service
endpoint from MEP 155A and values for the local
counters from the service endpoint as maintained by ac-
counting module 156A. These values are TxFCf[tc],
RxFCf[tc], TxFCb[tc], and RxFCl[tc], where tc is the re-
ception time of LMR 160. Because MEPs 154A, 155A
exchange LMM 160 and LMR 162 periodically, MEP
154A also stores counter values for a previous iteration.
That is, MEP 154A has values for the remote and local
counters for the service endpoint from the prior period.
Specifically, MEP 154A stores TxFCf[tp], RxFCf[tp],
TxFCb[tp], and RxFCl[tp], where tp is the reception time
by MEP 154A of the LMR prior to LMR 160.
[0119] MEP 154A computes unicast PDU loss be-
tween the MEPs based on the values for the local and
remote counters. In example, MEP 154A computes uni-
cast PDU loss according to techniques described in ITU-
T Y.1731. That is, MEP 154A computes far-end PDU loss
(i.e., PDU lost while traversing the service from PE router
150A to PE router 150B) as | TxFCf[tc] - TxFCf[tp] | - |
RxFCf[tc] - RxFCf[tp] |. MEP 154A additionally computer
near-end PDU loss (i.e., PDU lost while traversing the
VPLS instance from PE router 150B to PE router 150A)
as | TxFCb[tc] - TxFCb[tp] | - | RxFCl[tc] - RxFCl[tp] |.
[0120] CFM module 152A provides near-end and far-
end PDU loss data computed by MEP 154A according
to the described techniques to an administrative entity
(e.g., a network management system) to, for example,
validate a service-level agreement for a service imple-
mented by PE routers 150. CFM module 152A may pro-
vide to the administrative entity the PDU loss data as a
PDU loss ratio by dividing the PDU loss by the transmis-
sion counter difference. CFM module 152A may further
provide the period over which PDU loss is computed,
where the period may be calculated as T = (tc - tp).
[0121] The techniques described in this disclosure
may be implemented, at least in part, in hardware, soft-
ware, firmware or any combination thereof on the device
management system and the managed devices. For ex-
ample, various aspects of the described techniques may
be implemented as encoded program code executed by
one or more processors, including one or more micro-
processors, digital signal processors (DSPs), application
specific integrated circuits (ASICs), field programmable
gate arrays (FPGAs), or any other equivalent integrated
or discrete logic circuitry, as well as any combinations of
such components. The term "processor" or "processing
circuitry" may generally refer to any of the foregoing logic
circuitry, alone or in combination with other logic circuitry,
or any other equivalent circuitry. A control unit comprising
hardware may also perform one or more of the tech-
niques of this disclosure.
[0122] Such hardware, software, and firmware may be
implemented within the same device or within separate
devices to support the various operations and functions
described in this disclosure. In addition, any of the de-
scribed units, modules or components may be imple-
mented together or separately as discrete but interoper-
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able logic devices. Depiction of different features as mod-
ules or units is intended to highlight different functional
aspects and does not necessarily imply that such mod-
ules or units must be realized by separate hardware or
software components. Rather, functionality associated
with one or more modules or units may be performed by
separate hardware or software components, or integrat-
ed within common or separate hardware or software
components.
[0123] The techniques described in this disclosure
may also be embodied or encoded in a computer-read-
able medium, such as a tangible computer-readable stor-
age medium, containing instructions. Instructions em-
bedded or encoded in a computer-readable medium may
cause a programmable processor, or other processor, to
perform the method, e.g., when the instructions are ex-
ecuted. Computer readable storage media may include
random access memory (RAM), read only memory
(ROM), programmable read only memory (PROM), eras-
able programmable read only memory (EPROM), elec-
tronically erasable programmable read only memory
(EEPROM), flash memory, a hard disk, a CD-ROM, a
floppy disk, a cassette, magnetic media, optical media,
or other computer-readable storage media. It should be
understood that the term "computer-readable storage
media" refers to physical storage media, and not signals
or carrier waves, although the term "computer-readable
media" may include transient media such as signals, in
addition to physical storage media.
[0124] In addition to or as an alternative to the above,
the following embodiments are described. The features
described in any of the following embodiments may be
utilized with any of the other embodiments described
herein.
[0125] One embodiment is directed to a method com-
prising switching layer two (L2) packet data units (PDUs)
with a local network device between a local L2 network,
coupled by an attachment circuit for a Virtual Private Lo-
cal Area Network (LAN) Service (VPLS) instance to the
local network device, and one or more remote L2 net-
works to provide the VPLS instance to the local and re-
mote L2 networks, wherein the local network device ter-
minates one or more pseudowires that operate over a
layer three (L3) packet-switched network (PSN) to carry
the PDUs in pseudowire packets to connect, for the VPLS
instance, the local network device to one or more corre-
sponding remote network devices that each serves a cor-
responding one of the remote L2 networks; and incre-
menting, with the local network device, a respective uni-
cast receipt counter for each of one or more remote serv-
ice endpoints of the VPLS instance only for the PDUs
that are known unicast PDUs within the respective re-
mote network device of the corresponding remote service
endpoint from which the PDU was received, wherein
each of the known unicast PDUs received by the local
network device is a unicast PDU that includes an indicator
that the remote network device from which the unicast
PDU was received currently maps the destination L2 ad-

dress of the unicast PDU to a corresponding outbound
interface of the remote network device.
[0126] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise incrementing, with the local network device, a
respective unicast transmit counter for each of one or
more remote service endpoints of the VPLS instance only
for the PDUs that are known unicast PDUs that the local
network device sends to the corresponding remote serv-
ice endpoints, wherein the known unicast PDUs sent by
the local network device are unicast PDUs having desti-
nation L2 addresses currently mapped to a correspond-
ing outbound interfaces of the local network device; de-
termining, with the local network device, unicast PDU
loss measurement data between a local service endpoint
of the local network device for the VPLS instance and
the one or more remote service endpoints based at least
on the respective unicast transmit counter and unicast
receipt counter values for the each of the one or more
remote service endpoints; and sending the unicast PDU
loss measurement data from the local network device to
a management entity.
[0127] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise receiving a first PDU with the local network de-
vice from the local L2 network; determining whether the
first PDU is a known unicast PDU within the local network
device; only when the first PDU is known unicast, attach-
ing a shim header to the first PDU to mark the first PDU
as known unicast and outputting the first PDU with the
attached shim header over a core-facing pseudowire se-
lected according to the VPLS instance.
[0128] In some embodiments, determining whether the
first PDU is a known unicast PDU within the local network
device comprises determining whether a Media Access
Control (MAC) table of the local network device maps a
destination L2 address of the first PDU to an outbound
interface of the local network device.
[0129] In some embodiments, the shim header com-
prises a service endpoint identifier (SEID) that uniquely
identifies the local service endpoint of the local network
device.
[0130] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise incrementing, with the local network device, a
unicast transmit counter for a remote SEID that uniquely
identifies one of the remote service endpoints of the re-
mote network device that serves the customer device
having the destination L2 address of the first PDU only
when the first PDU is known unicast.
[0131] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise receiving a second PDU with the local network
device from a core-facing pseudowire; and determining,
with the local network device, the second PDU is known
unicast within a remote network device that comprises
an ingress one of the remote service endpoints for the
second PDU.
[0132] In some embodiments, determining, with the lo-
cal network device, the second PDU is known unicast
within the remote network device comprises determining
the second PDU includes an attached shim header that
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marks the second PDU as known unicast within the re-
mote network device.
[0133] In some embodiments, the shim header com-
prises a remote service endpoint identifier (SEID) that
uniquely identifies one of the remote service endpoints
of the remote network device among a plurality of service
endpoints for the VPLS instance, and the method may
further comprise incrementing, with the local network de-
vice, a unicast receipt counter for the remote SEID only
when the second PDU includes the shim header.
[0134] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise receiving, with the local network device, a re-
mote unicast receipt counter value for the local service
endpoint from a remote network device comprising a first
one of the remote service endpoints, wherein the remote
unicast receipt counter value is a number of known uni-
cast PDUs received by the first one of the remote service
endpoint from the local service endpoint; and receiving,
with the local network device, a remote unicast transmit
counter value for the local service endpoint from the re-
mote network device, wherein the remote unicast trans-
mit counter value is a number of known unicast PDUs
transmitted by the first one of the remote service end-
points to the local service endpoint, wherein determining
unicast PDU loss measurement data comprises comput-
ing a near-end unicast PDU loss between the local serv-
ice endpoint and the first one of the remote service end-
points as a difference between the remote unicast trans-
mit counter value and the unicast receipt counter value
for the first one of the remote service endpoints, wherein
determining unicast PDU loss measurement data com-
prises computing a far-end unicast PDU loss between
the local service endpoint and the remote service end-
point as a difference between the remote unicast receipt
counter value and a respective transmit counter value
for the first one of the remote service endpoints, and
wherein sending the unicast PDU loss measurement da-
ta from the local network device to the management entity
comprises sending the near-end unicast PDU loss meas-
urement data and the far-end unicast PDU loss meas-
urement data.
[0135] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise receiving the remote unicast receipt counter
value and the remote unicast transmit counter value with
the local network device in a loss measurement reply
(LMR) message generated in accordance with a Loss
Measurement Message (LMM) protocol.
[0136] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise sending the unicast transmit counter value for
the remote service endpoint from the local network de-
vice to the remote network device in a loss measurement
message (LMM) generated in accordance with the LMM
protocol.
[0137] Another embodiment is directed to a method
comprising switching layer two (L2) packet data units
(PDUs) with a local network device between a local L2
network, coupled by an attachment circuit for a Virtual
Private Local Area Network (LAN) Service (VPLS) in-

stance to the local network device, and one or more re-
mote L2 networks to provide the VPLS instance to the
local and remote L2 networks, wherein the local network
device terminates one or more pseudowires that operate
over a layer three (L3) packet-switched network (PSN)
to carry the PDUs in pseudowire packets to connect, for
the VPLS instance, the local network device to one or
more corresponding remote network devices that each
serves a corresponding one of the remote L2 networks;
incrementing, with the local network device, a multicast
PDU transmit counter for each multicast PDU or broad-
cast PDU received from the attachment circuit and
switched by the local network device to the one or more
remote network devices; receiving, with the local network
device, a respective multicast PDU receipt return value
from each of the one or more remote network devices;
determining, with the local network device, multicast PDU
loss measurement data based at least on a multicast
PDU transmit counter value and the multicast PDU re-
ceipt return values; and sending the multicast PDU loss
measurement data from the local network device to a
management entity.
[0138] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise accumulating, with the local network device,
the multicast PDU receipt return values to determine an
accumulated value; and determining, with the local net-
work device, the multicast PDU loss measurement data
as a difference between the multicast PDU transmit coun-
ter value and the accumulated value.
[0139] In some embodiments, the method may further
comprise issuing a multicast loss measurement mes-
sage from the local network device to the one or more
remote network devices, wherein the multicast loss
measurement message specifies a replication factor for
the VPLS instance at the local network device that de-
fines a number of the one or more pseudowires termi-
nated by the local network device.
[0140] In some embodiments, at least one of the re-
mote network devices that participates in the VPLS in-
stance is not a member of a loss measurement domain
for the VPLS instance, and the method may further com-
prise issuing a multicast loss measurement message
from the local network device to the one or more remote
network devices, wherein the multicast loss measure-
ment message specifies a loss measurement domain
identifier for the loss measurement domain, and wherein
the multicast loss measurement message specifies a
replication factor for the VPLS instance at the local net-
work device that defines a number of the one or more
pseudowires terminated by the local network device and
by one of the one or more remote network devices that
is a member of the loss measurement domain.
[0141] In some embodiments, the respective multicast
PDU receipt return values from each of the one or more
remote network devices define a number of multicast or
broadcast PDUs transmitted by the local network device
and received by the corresponding remote network de-
vice, and the method may further comprise accumulating,
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with the local network device, the respective multicast
PDU receipt return values to determine an accumulated
value; dividing the accumulated value by a replication
factor for the VPLS instance at the local network device
that defines a number of the one or more pseudowires
terminated by the local network device to determine a
quotient value; and determining, with the local network
device, the multicast PDU loss measurement data as a
difference between the multicast PDU transmit counter
value and the quotient value.
[0142] Some embodiments are directed to a computer-
readable storage medium encoded with instructions for
causing one or more programmable processors to per-
form any of the methods set forth above. Some embod-
iments are directed to a device comprising means for
performing any of the methods set forth above.
[0143] Another embodiment is directed to a network
device comprising a control unit having one or more proc-
essors; one or more interface cards; a Virtual Private
Local Area Network (LAN) Service (VPLS) layer of the
control unit that switches layer two (L2) packet data units
(PDUs) between a local L2 network, coupled by an at-
tachment circuit for a VPLS instance to one of the inter-
face cards, and one or more remote L2 networks to pro-
vide the VPLS instance to the local and remote L2 net-
works, wherein the network device terminates one or
more pseudowires that operate over a layer three (L3)
packet-switched network (PSN) to carry the PDUs in
pseudowire packets to connect, for the VPLS instance,
the network device to one or more corresponding remote
network devices that each serves a corresponding one
of the remote L2 networks; and an accounting module of
the control unit that increments a respective unicast
transmit counter for each of one or more remote service
endpoints of the VPLS instance only for the PDUs that
are known unicast PDUs within the VPLS layer that the
network device sends to the corresponding remote serv-
ice endpoints from which the PDU was received, wherein
each of the known unicast PDUs received by the local
network device is a unicast PDU that includes an indicator
that the remote network device from which the unicast
PDU was received currently maps the destination L2 ad-
dress of the unicast PDU to a corresponding outbound
interface of the remote network device.
[0144] In some embodiments, the accounting module
increments a respective unicast receipt counter for each
of one or more remote service endpoints of the VPLS
instance only for the PDUs that are known unicast PDUs
that the network device receives from the corresponding
remote service endpoints that are known unicast PDUs
within the respective remote network devices of the cor-
responding remote service endpoints, wherein the
known unicast PDUs sent by the local network device
are unicast PDUs having destination L2 addresses cur-
rently mapped to a corresponding outbound interfaces
of the local network device, and the network device may
further comprise a loss measurement module of the con-
trol unit that determines unicast PDU loss measurement

data between a local service endpoint of the network de-
vice for the VPLS instance and the one or more remote
service endpoints based at least on the respective uni-
cast transmit counter and unicast receipt counter values
for the each of the one or more remote service endpoints;
and a management interface of the control unit that sends
the unicast PDU loss measurement data to a manage-
ment entity.
[0145] In some embodiments, the interface cards re-
ceive a first PDU from the local L2 network on the attach-
ment circuit, and the network device may further com-
prise a loss measurement PDU handler of the control
unit that determines whether the first PDU is a known
unicast PDU and, only when the first PDU is known uni-
cast, attaches a shim header to the first PDU to mark the
first PDU as known unicast, wherein the VPLS layer
switches the first PDU with the attached shim header
over a core-facing pseudowire selected according to the
VPLS instance.
[0146] In some embodiments, the network device also
comprises a MAC table for the VPLS instance that maps
learned L2 addresses of customer devices of the cus-
tomer networks to interfaces of the network device,
wherein the loss measurement PDU handler determines
whether the MAC table of the network device maps a
destination L2 address of the first PDU to one of the in-
terfaces of the network device.
[0147] In some embodiments, the shim header com-
prises a service endpoint identifier (SEID) that uniquely
identifies the local service endpoint of the network device.
[0148] In some embodiments, the accounting module
increments a unicast transmit counter for a remote SEID
that uniquely identifies one of the remote service end-
points of the remote network device that serves the cus-
tomer device having the destination L2 address of the
first PDU only when the first PDU is known unicast.
[0149] In some embodiments, the interface cards re-
ceive a second PDU from a core-facing pseudowire, and
the loss measurement PDU handler determines whether
the second PDU is known unicast within a remote net-
work device that comprises an ingress remote service
endpoint for the second PDU.
[0150] In some embodiments, the loss measurement
PDU handler determines the second PDU is known uni-
cast within a remote network device by determining the
second PDU includes an attached shim header that
marks the second PDU as known unicast within the re-
mote network device.
[0151] In some embodiments, the shim header com-
prises a remote service endpoint identifier (SEID) that
uniquely identifies the ingress service endpoint of the re-
mote network device among a plurality of service end-
points for the VPLS instance, and the accounting module
increments a unicast receipt counter for the remote SEID
only when the second PDU includes the shim header.
[0152] In some embodiments, the network device fur-
ther comprises a loss measurement message handler of
the control unit that receives a remote unicast receipt
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counter value for the local service endpoint from a remote
network device, wherein the remote unicast receipt coun-
ter value is a number of known unicast PDU received by
the remote network device from the local service end-
point, wherein the loss measurement message handler
receives a remote unicast transmit counter value for the
local service endpoint from the remote network device,
wherein the remote unicast transmit counter value is a
number of known unicast PDUs transmitted by the first
one of the remote service endpoints to the local service
endpoint, wherein the loss measurement module deter-
mines unicast PDU loss measurement data by computing
a near-end unicast PDU loss between the local service
endpoint and the first one of the remote service endpoints
as a difference between the remote unicast transmit
counter value and the unicast receipt counter value for
the first one of the remote service endpoints, wherein the
loss measurement module determines unicast PDU loss
measurement data by computing a far-end unicast PDU
loss between the local service endpoint and the remote
service endpoint as a difference between the remote uni-
cast receipt counter value and a respective transmit
counter value for the first one of the remote service end-
points, and wherein the management interface sends the
unicast PDU loss measurement data from the local net-
work device to the management entity comprises send-
ing the near-end unicast PDU loss measurement data
and the far-end unicast PDU loss measurement data.
[0153] In some embodiments, the network device fur-
ther requires a connectivity fault management module of
the control unit that includes a maintenance entity end-
point (MEP), wherein the MEP receives the remote uni-
cast receipt counter value and the remote unicast trans-
mit counter value in a loss measurement reply (LMR)
message generated in accordance with a Loss Measure-
ment Message (LMM) protocol.
[0154] In some embodiments, the MEP sends the
transmit unicast counter value for the first one of the re-
mote service endpoints to the remote network device in
a loss measurement message (LMM) generated in ac-
cordance with the LMM protocol.
[0155] Another embodiment is directed to a network
device comprising a control unit having one or more proc-
essors; one or more interface cards; a Virtual Private
Local Area Network (LAN) Service (VPLS) layer of the
control unit to switch layer two (L2) packet data units
(PDUs) between a local L2 network, coupled by an at-
tachment circuit for a VPLS instance to one of the inter-
face cards, and one or more remote L2 networks to pro-
vide the VPLS instance to the local and remote L2 net-
works, wherein the network device terminates one or
more pseudowires that operate over a layer three (L3)
packet-switched network (PSN) to carry the PDUs in
pseudowire packets to connect, for the VPLS instance,
the network device to one or more corresponding remote
network devices that each serves a corresponding one
of the remote L2 networks; an accounting module of the
control unit that increments a multicast PDU transmit

counter for each multicast PDU or broadcast PDU re-
ceived from the attachment circuit and switched by the
VPLS layer to the one or more remote network devices;
a loss measurement message handler that receives a
multicast PDU receipt return value from each of the one
or more remote network devices, wherein the accounting
module determines multicast PDU loss measurement
data based at least on a multicast PDU transmit counter
value and the respective multicast PDU receipt return
values; and a management interface that sends the mul-
ticast PDU loss measurement data to a management en-
tity.
[0156] In some embodiments, the loss measurement
module accumulates the multicast PDU receipt return
values to determine an accumulated value and deter-
mines the multicast PDU loss measurement data as a
difference between the multicast PDU transmit counter
value and the accumulated value.
[0157] In some embodiments, the loss measurement
message handler issues a multicast loss measurement
message to the one or more remote network devices,
and the multicast loss measurement message specifies
a replication factor for the VPLS instance that defines the
number of the one or more pseudowires terminated by
the network device.
[0158] In some embodiments, at least one of the re-
mote network devices that participates in the VPLS in-
stance is not a member of a loss measurement domain
for the VPLS instance, and the loss measurement mes-
sage handler issues a multicast loss measurement mes-
sage to the one or more remote network devices, wherein
the multicast loss measurement message specifies a
loss measurement domain identifier for the loss meas-
urement domain, and wherein the multicast loss meas-
urement message specifies a replication factor for the
VPLS instance that defines the number of the one or
more pseudowires terminated by the network device and
by one of the one or more remote network devices that
is a member of the loss measurement domain.
[0159] In some embodiments, the respective multicast
PDU receipt return values from each of the one or more
remote network devices define a number of multicast or
broadcast PDUs transmitted by the network device and
received by the corresponding remote network device,
the loss measurement module accumulates the respec-
tive multicast PDU receipt return values to determine an
accumulated value, the loss measurement module di-
vides the accumulated value by a replication factor for
the VPLS instance that defines a number of the one or
more pseudowires terminated by the network device to
determine a quotient value, and the loss measurement
module determines the multicast PDU loss measurement
data as a difference between the multicast PDU transmit
counter value and the quotient value.
[0160] Another embodiment is directed to a system
comprising a network management system; a local net-
work device and one or more remote network devices
that participate in a Virtual Private Local Area Network
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(LAN) Service (VPLS) instance to switch layer two (L2)
packet data units (PDUs) between a local L2 network,
coupled by an attachment circuit for a VPLS instance to
the local network device, and one or more remote L2
networks to provide the VPLS instance to the local and
remote L2 networks, wherein the local network device
terminates one or more pseudowires that operate over
a layer three (L3) packet-switched network (PSN) to carry
the PDUs in pseudowire packets to connect, for the VPLS
instance, the local network device to the one or more
corresponding remote network devices that each serves
a corresponding one of the remote L2 networks, wherein
the local network device increments a multicast PDU
transmit counter for each multicast PDU or broadcast
PDU received from the attachment circuit and switched
by the local network device to the one or more remote
network devices, wherein each of the one or more remote
network devices increment a respective multicast PDU
receipt counter for the local network device for each mul-
ticast PDU or broadcast PDU received from the local net-
work device, wherein the local network device issues a
multicast loss measurement message from the local net-
work device to the one or more remote network devices,
wherein each of the one or more remote network devices
returns a respective return value based at least on a re-
spective multicast PDU receive counter value for the local
network device, wherein the local network device re-
ceives the return values from the one or more remote
network devices and computes multicast PDU loss
measurement data based at least on the return values
and a multicast PDU transmit counter value, and wherein
the local network device sends the multicast PDU loss
measurement data to the network management system.
[0161] In some embodiments, the multicast loss meas-
urement message issued by the local network device
specifies a replication factor for the VPLS instance that
defines a number of the one or more pseudowires termi-
nated by the local network device, and the one or more
remote network devices compute respective return val-
ues based at least on the replication factor.
[0162] In some embodiments, the one or more remote
network devices compute respective return values by
computing a quotient of the respective multicast PDU
receive counter value for the local network device and
the replication factor.
[0163] In some embodiments, the VPLS instance is a
hierarchical VPLS (H-VPLS) instance, the system further
comprising one or more hub routers interconnected by
one or more hub links in a hub for the H-VPLS instance,
wherein each of the one or more hub routers is connected
to one or more of the remote network devices or the local
network device with a respective spoke pseudowire,
wherein an entrance one of the hub routers receives the
multicast loss measurement message issued by the local
network device and adds an entrance replication factor
to the multicast loss measurement message that speci-
fies a number hub pseudowires for the H-VPLS instance
terminated by the entrance one of the hub routers, where-

in one or more exit ones of the hub routers each receive
a replicated, modified multicast loss measurement mes-
sage from the entrance one of the hub routers and each
add a respective exit replication factor to the multicast
loss measurement message that specifies a respective
number of spoke pseudowires for the H-VPLS terminated
by the entrance one of the hub routers, and wherein each
of the one or more remote network devices receives a
respective replicated, modified multicast loss measure-
ment message via a spoke pseudowire from one of the
exit one of the hub routers and computes a respective
return value based at least on the entrance replication
factor and exit replication factor included in the respective
replicated, modified multicast loss measurement mes-
sage.
[0164] In some embodiments, each of the one or more
remote network devices computes a respective return
value as a quotient of the respective multicast PDU re-
ceive counter value for the local network device and a
product of the entrance replication factor and the exit
replication factor included in the respective replicated,
modified multicast loss measurement message.
[0165] In some embodiments, each of the one or more
hub routers includes a replication factor table that maps
an exit replication factor and/or an entrance replication
factor to a loss measurement domain identifier that iden-
tifies a loss measurement domain for the H-VPLS in-
stance, the local network devices issues the multicast
loss measurement message that specifies the loss meas-
urement domain identifier, the entrance one of the hub
routers adds the entrance replication factor mapped to
the loss measurement domain identifier in the replication
factor table, and the one or more exit ones of the hub
routers add the exit replication factor mapped to the loss
measurement domain identifier in the replication factor
table.
[0166] Moreover, any of the specific features set forth
in any of the embodiments described above may be com-
bined into a beneficial embodiment of the described tech-
niques. That is, any of the specific features are generally
applicable to all embodiments of the invention. Various
embodiments of the invention have been described.
These and other embodiments are within the scope of
the following claims.

Claims

1. A method comprising:

switching layer two, L2, packet data units, PDUs,
with a local network device between a local L2
network, coupled by an attachment circuit for a
Virtual Private Local Area Network, LAN, Serv-
ice, VPLS, instance to the local network device,
and one or more remote L2 networks to provide
the VPLS instance to the local and remote L2
networks, wherein the local network device ter-
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minates one or more pseudowires that operate
over a layer three, L3, packet-switched network,
PSN, to carry the PDUs in pseudowire packets
to connect, for the VPLS instance, the local net-
work device to one or more corresponding re-
mote network devices that each serves a corre-
sponding one of the remote L2 networks; and
incrementing, with the local network device, a
respective unicast receipt counter for each of
one or more remote service endpoints of the
VPLS instance only for the PDUs that are known
unicast PDUs within the respective remote net-
work device of the corresponding remote serv-
ice endpoint from which the PDU was received,
wherein each of the known unicast PDUs re-
ceived by the local network device is a unicast
PDU that includes an indicator that the remote
network device from which the unicast PDU was
received currently maps the destination L2 ad-
dress of the unicast PDU to a corresponding out-
bound interface of the remote network device.

2. The method of claim 1,
incrementing, with the local network device, a re-
spective unicast transmit counter for each of one or
more remote service endpoints of the VPLS instance
only for the PDUs that are known unicast PDUs that
the local network device sends to the corresponding
remote service endpoints, wherein the known uni-
cast PDUs sent by the local network device are uni-
cast PDUs having destination L2 addresses current-
ly mapped to a corresponding outbound interfaces
of the local network device;
determining, with the local network device, unicast
PDU loss measurement data between a local service
endpoint of the local network device for the VPLS
instance and the one or more remote service end-
points based at least on the respective unicast trans-
mit counter and unicast receipt counter values for
the each of the one or more remote service end-
points; and

sending the unicast PDU loss measurement da-
ta from the local network device to a manage-
ment entity.

3. The method of claim 2, further comprising:

receiving a first PDU with the local network de-
vice from the local L2 network;
determining whether the first PDU is a known
unicast PDU within the local network device;
only when the first PDU is known unicast, at-
taching a shim header to the first PDU to mark
the first PDU as known unicast and outputting
the first PDU with the attached shim header over
a core-facing pseudowire selected according to
the VPLS instance.

4. The method of claim 3,
wherein the shim header comprises a service end-
point identifier, SEID, that uniquely identifies the lo-
cal service endpoint of the local network device.

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising:

incrementing, with the local network device, a
unicast transmit counter for a remote SEID that
uniquely identifies one of the remote service
endpoints of the remote network device that
serves the customer device having the destina-
tion L2 address of the first PDU only when the
first PDU is known unicast.

6. The method of any of claims 3-5, further comprising:

receiving a second PDU with the local network
device from a core-facing pseudowire; and
determining, with the local network device, the
second PDU is known unicast within a remote
network device that comprises an ingress one
of the remote service endpoints for the second
PDU.

7. The method of claim 6,
wherein determining, with the local network device,
the second PDU is known unicast within the remote
network device comprises determining the second
PDU includes an attached shim header that marks
the second PDU as known unicast within the remote
network device.

8. The method of claim 7,
wherein the shim header comprises a remote service
endpoint identifier, SEID, that uniquely identifies one
of the remote service endpoints of the remote net-
work device among a plurality of service endpoints
for the VPLS instance, the method further compris-
ing:

incrementing, with the local network device, a
unicast receipt counter for the remote SEID only
when the second PDU includes the shim header.

9. The method of any of claims 2-8, further comprising:

receiving, with the local network device, a re-
mote unicast receipt counter value for the local
service endpoint from a remote network device
comprising a first one of the remote service end-
points, wherein the remote unicast receipt coun-
ter value is a number of known unicast PDUs
received by the first one of the remote service
endpoint from the local service endpoint; and
receiving, with the local network device, a re-
mote unicast transmit counter value for the local
service endpoint from the remote network de-
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vice, wherein the remote unicast transmit coun-
ter value is a number of known unicast PDUs
transmitted by the first one of the remote service
endpoints to the local service endpoint,
wherein determining unicast PDU loss meas-
urement data comprises computing a near-end
unicast PDU loss between the local service end-
point and the first one of the remote service end-
points as a difference between the remote uni-
cast transmit counter value and the unicast re-
ceipt counter value for the first one of the remote
service endpoints,
wherein determining unicast PDU loss meas-
urement data comprises computing a far-end
unicast PDU loss between the local service end-
point and the remote service endpoint as a dif-
ference between the remote unicast receipt
counter value and a respective transmit counter
value for the first one of the remote service end-
points, and
wherein sending the unicast PDU loss measure-
ment data from the local network device to the
management entity comprises sending the
near-end unicast PDU loss measurement data
and the far-end unicast PDU loss measurement
data.

10. The method of any of claims 1-9, further comprising:

incrementing, with the local network device, a
multicast PDU transmit counter for each multi-
cast PDU or broadcast PDU received from the
attachment circuit and switched by the local net-
work device to the one or more remote network
devices;
receiving, with the local network device, a re-
spective multicast PDU receipt return value from
each of the one or more remote network devices;
determining, with the local network device, mul-
ticast PDU loss measurement data based at
least on a multicast PDU transmit counter value
and the multicast PDU receipt return values; and
sending the multicast PDU loss measurement
data from the local network device to a manage-
ment entity.

11. The method of claim 10, further comprising:

accumulating, with the local network device, the
multicast PDU receipt return values to deter-
mine an accumulated value; and
determining, with the local network device, the
multicast PDU loss measurement data as a dif-
ference between the multicast PDU transmit
counter value and the accumulated value.

12. The method of any of claims 10-11, further compris-
ing:

issuing a multicast loss measurement message
from the local network device to the one or more
remote network devices, wherein the multicast
loss measurement message specifies a replica-
tion factor for the VPLS instance at the local net-
work device that defines a number of the one or
more pseudowires terminated by the local net-
work device.

13. The method of any of claims 10-12,
wherein the respective multicast PDU receipt return
values from each of the one or more remote network
devices define a number of multicast or broadcast
PDUs transmitted by the local network device and
received by the corresponding remote network de-
vice, the method further comprising:

accumulating, with the local network device, the
respective multicast PDU receipt return values
to determine an accumulated value;
dividing the accumulated value by a replication
factor for the VPLS instance at the local network
device that defines a number of the one or more
pseudowires terminated by the local network de-
vice to determine a quotient value; and
determining, with the local network device, the
multicast PDU loss measurement data as a dif-
ference between the multicast PDU transmit
counter value and the quotient value.

14. A device comprising means for performing all the
steps of any of the methods of claims 1-13.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren, Folgendes umfassend:

Vermitteln von Schicht-zwei-, L2-, Paketdaten-
einheiten, PDUs, mit einer lokalen Netzwerkvor-
richtung zwischen einem lokalen L2-Netzwerk,
welches durch eine Anfügeschaltung für eine In-
stanz eines virtuellen privaten lokalen Netz-
werk-, LAN-, Diensts, VPLS, an die lokale Netz-
werkvorrichtung angeschlossen ist, und einem
oder mehreren entfernten L2-Netzwerken, um
dem lokalen und den entfernten L2-Netzwerken
die VPLS-Instanz bereitzustellen, wobei die lo-
kale Netzwerkvorrichtung einen oder mehrere
Pseudodrähte terminiert, welche über ein
Schichtdrei-, L3-, Paketvermittlungsnetz, PSN,
arbeiten, um die PDUs in Pseudodrahtpaketen
zu tragen, um die lokale Netzwerkvorrichtung
für die VPLS-Instanz mit einer oder mehreren
entsprechenden entfernten Netzwerkvorrich-
tungen zu verbinden, welche jede einem ent-
sprechenden der entfernten L2-Netzwerke
dient; und
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Inkrementieren eines jeweiligen Unicast-Emp-
fangszählers mit der lokalen Netzwerkvorrich-
tung für jeden des einen oder der mehreren ent-
fernten Dienstendpunkte der VPLS-Instanz nur
für die PDUs, welche bekannte Unicast-PDUs
innerhalb der jeweiligen entfernten Netzwerk-
vorrichtung des entsprechenden entfernten
Dienstendpunkts sind, aus welchem die PDU
empfangen wurde, wobei jede der bekannten
Unicast-PDUs, welche durch die lokale Netz-
werkvorrichtung empfangen werden, eine Uni-
cast-PDU ist, welche einen Indikator umfasst,
dass die entfernte Netzwerkvorrichtung, aus
welcher die Unicast-PDU empfangen wurde,
gegenwärtig die Ziel-L2-Adresse der Unicast-
PDU auf eine entsprechende ausgehende
Schnittstelle der entfernten Netzwerkvorrich-
tung abbildet.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1,
Inkrementieren eines jeweiligen Unicast-Sendezäh-
lers mit der lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung für jeden
des einen oder der mehreren entfernten Dienstend-
punkte der VPLS-Instanz nur für die PDUs, welche
bekannte Unicast-PDUs sind, welche die lokale
Netzwerkvorrichtung an die entsprechenden ent-
fernten Dienstendpunkte sendet, wobei die bekann-
ten Unicast-PDUs, welche durch die lokale Netz-
werkvorrichtung gesendet werden, Unicast-PDUs
mit Ziel-L2-Adressen sind, welche gegenwärtig auf
entsprechende ausgehende Schnittstellen der loka-
len Netzwerkvorrichtung abgebildet sind; Bestim-
men von Unicast-PDU-Verlustmessdaten mit der lo-
kalen Netzwerkvorrichtung zwischen einem lokalen
Dienstendpunkt der lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung für
die VPLS-Instanz und dem einen oder den mehreren
entfernten Dienstendpunkten mindestens auf der
Grundlage der jeweiligen Werte des Unicast-Sende-
zählers und Unicast-Empfangszählers für jeden des
einen oder der mehreren entfernten Dienstendpunk-
te; und
Senden der Unicast-PDU-Verlustmessdaten aus
der lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung an eine Verwal-
tungsentität.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 2, weiterhin Folgendes
umfassend:

Empfangen einer ersten PDU mit der lokalen
Netzwerkvorrichtung aus dem lokalen L2-Netz-
werk;
Bestimmen, ob die erste PDU eine bekannte
Unicast-PDU innerhalb der lokalen Netzwerk-
vorrichtung ist;
Anfügen eines Shim-Kopfs an die erste PDU,
nur wenn die erste PDU als Unicast bekannt ist,
um die erste PDU als bekannte Unicast zu mar-
kieren, und Ausgeben der ersten PDU mit dem

angefügten Shim-Kopf über einen auf den Kern
gerichteten Pseudodraht, welcher gemäß der
VPLS-Instanz ausgewählt ist.

4. Verfahren nach Anspruch 3,
wobei der Shim-Kopf eine Dienstendpunktkennung,
SEID, umfasst, welche den lokalen Dienstendpunkt
der lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung eindeutig identifi-
ziert.

5. Verfahren nach Anspruch 4, weiterhin Folgendes
umfassend:

Inkrementieren eines Unicast-Sendezählers mit
der lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung für eine ent-
fernte SEID, welche einen der entfernten Diens-
tendpunkte der entfernten Netzwerkvorrichtung
eindeutig identifiziert, welche der Teilnehmer-
vorrichtung dient, welche die Ziel-L2-Adresse
der ersten PDU nur aufweist, wenn die erste
PDU als Unicast bekannt ist.

6. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 3 bis 5, wei-
terhin Folgendes umfassend:

Empfangen einer zweiten PDU mit der lokalen
Netzwerkvorrichtung aus einem auf den Kern
gerichteten Pseudodraht; und
Bestimmen mit der lokalen Netzwerkvorrich-
tung, dass die zweite PDU innerhalb einer ent-
fernten Netzwerkvorrichtung als Unicast be-
kannt ist, welche einen Eingang zu einem der
entfernten Dienstendpunkte für die zweite PDU
umfasst.

7. Verfahren nach Anspruch 6,
wobei Bestimmen mit der lokalen Netzwerkvorrich-
tung, dass die zweite PDU innerhalb der entfernten
Netzwerkvorrichtung als Unicast bekannt ist, Be-
stimmen umfasst, dass die zweite PDU einen ange-
fügten Shim-Kopf umfasst, welcher die zweite PDU
als bekannte Unicast innerhalb der entfernten Netz-
werkvorrichtung markiert.

8. Verfahren nach Anspruch 7,
wobei der Shim-Kopf eine entfernte Dienstendpunkt-
kennung, SEID, umfasst, welche einen der entfern-
ten Dienstendpunkte der entfernten Netzwerkvor-
richtung unter mehreren Dienstendpunkten für die
VPLS-Instanz eindeutig identifiziert, das Verfahren
weiterhin Folgendes umfassend:

Inkrementieren eines Unicast-Empfangszäh-
lers mit der lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung für die
entfernte SEID, nur wenn die zweite PDU den
Shim-Kopf umfasst.

9. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 2 bis 8, wei-
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terhin Folgendes umfassend:

Empfangen eines entfernten Unicast-Emp-
fangszählerwerts mit der lokalen Netzwerkvor-
richtung für den lokalen Dienstendpunkt aus ei-
ner entfernten Netzwerkvorrichtung, welche ei-
nen ersten der entfernten Dienstendpunkte um-
fasst, wobei der entfernte Unicast-Empfangs-
zählerwert eine Anzahl bekannter Unicast-
PDUs ist, welche durch den ersten der entfern-
ten Dienstendpunkte aus dem lokalen Diens-
tendpunkt empfangen werden; und
Empfangen eines entfernten Unicast-Sende-
zählerwerts mit der lokalen Netzwerkvorrich-
tung für den lokalen Dienstendpunkt aus der ent-
fernten Netzwerkvorrichtung, wobei der entfern-
te Unicast-Sendezählerwert eine Anzahl be-
kannter Unicast-PDUs ist, welche durch den
ersten der entfernten Dienstendpunkte an den
lokalen Dienstendpunkt gesendet werden,
wobei Bestimmen von Unicast-PDU-Verlust-
messdaten Berechnen eines Unicast-PDU-
Nahverlusts zwischen dem lokalen Dienstend-
punkt und dem ersten der entfernten Dienstend-
punkte als eine Differenz zwischen dem entfern-
ten Unicast-Sendezählerwert und dem Unicast-
Empfangszählerwert für den ersten der entfern-
ten Dienstendpunkte umfasst,
wobei Bestimmen von Unicast-PDU-Verlust-
messdaten Berechnen eines Unicast-PDU-
Fernverlusts zwischen dem lokalen Dienstend-
punkt und dem entfernten Dienstendpunkt als
eine Differenz zwischen dem entfernten Uni-
cast-Empfangszählerwert und einem jeweiligen
Sendezählerwert für den ersten der entfernten
Dienstendpunkte umfasst, und
wobei Senden der Unicast-PDU-Verlustmess-
daten aus der lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung an
die Verwaltungsentität Senden der Unicast-
PDU-Nahverlustmessdaten und der Unicast-
PDU-Fernverlustmessdaten umfasst.

10. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 9, wei-
terhin Folgendes umfassend:

Inkrementieren eines Multicast-PDU-Sende-
zählers mit der lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung für
jede Multicast-PDU oder Broadcast-PDU, wel-
che aus der Anfügeschaltung empfangen wird
und durch die lokale Netzwerkvorrichtung an die
eine oder die mehreren entfernten Netzwerkvor-
richtungen vermittelt wird;
Empfangen eines jeweiligen Multicast-PDU-
Empfangsrückgabewerts mit der lokalen Netz-
werkvorrichtung aus jeder der einen oder der
mehreren entfernten Netzwerkvorrichtungen;
Bestimmen von Multicast-PDU-Verlustmessda-
ten mit der lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung min-

destens auf der Grundlage eines Multicast-
PDU-Sendezählerwerts und der Multicast-
PDU-Empfangsrückgabewerte; und
Senden der Multicast-PDU-Verlustmessdaten
aus der lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung an eine
Verwaltungsentität.

11. Verfahren nach Anspruch 10, weiterhin Folgendes
umfassend:

Akkumulieren der Multicast-PDU-Empfangs-
rückgabewerte mit der lokalen Netzwerkvorrich-
tung, um einen akkumulierten Wert zu bestim-
men; und
Bestimmen der Multicast-PDU-Verlustmessda-
ten mit der lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung als eine
Differenz zwischen dem Multicast-PDU-Sende-
zählerwert und dem akkumulierten Wert.

12. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 10 bis 11, wei-
terhin Folgendes umfassend:

Ausstellen einer Multicast-Verlustmessungs-
meldung aus der lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung
an die eine oder die mehreren entfernten Netz-
werkvorrichtungen, wobei die Multicast-Verlust-
messungsmeldung einen Replikationsfaktor für
die VPLS-Instanz bei der lokalen Netzwerkvor-
richtung spezifiziert, welcher eine Anzahl des ei-
nen oder der mehreren Pseudodrähte definiert,
welche durch die lokale Netzwerkvorrichtung
terminiert sind.

13. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 10 bis 12, wo-
bei die jeweiligen Multicast-PDU-Empfangsrückga-
bewerte aus jeder der einen oder der mehreren ent-
fernten Netzwerkvorrichtungen eine Anzahl Multi-
cast- oder Broadcast-PDUs definieren, welche
durch die lokale Netzwerkvorrichtung gesendet wer-
den und durch die entsprechende entfernte Netz-
werkvorrichtung empfangen werden, das Verfahren
weiterhin Folgendes umfassend:

Akkumulieren der jeweiligen Multicast-PDU-
Empfangsrückgabewerte mit der lokalen Netz-
werkvorrichtung, um einen akkumulierten Wert
zu bestimmen;
Dividieren des akkumulierten Werts durch einen
Replikationsfaktor für die VPLS-Instanz bei der
lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung, welcher eine An-
zahl des einen oder der mehreren Pseudodräh-
te definiert, welche durch die lokale Netzwerk-
vorrichtung terminiert sind, um einen Quotien-
tenwert zu bestimmen; und
Bestimmen der Multicast-PDU-Verlustmessda-
ten mit der lokalen Netzwerkvorrichtung als eine
Differenz zwischen dem Multicast-PDU-Sende-
zählerwert und dem Quotientenwert.
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14. Vorrichtung, umfassend Mittel zum Durchführen al-
ler Schritte eines der Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 bis
13.

Revendications

1. Procédé comprenant les étapes suivantes :

commuter des unités de données en paquets,
PDU, de couche deux, L2, avec un dispositif de
réseau local entre un réseau L2 local, couplé
par un circuit d’attachement pour une instance
de service de réseau local LAN privé virtuel,
VPLS, au dispositif de réseau local, et un ou
plusieurs réseaux L2 distants pour fournir l’ins-
tance VPLS aux réseaux L2 local et distant, le
dispositif de réseau local terminant un ou plu-
sieurs pseudofils qui opèrent sur un réseau à
commutation de paquets de couche trois L3,
PSN, pour porter les PDU dans des paquets de
pseudofils pour connecter, pour l’instance
VPLS, le dispositif de réseau local à un ou plu-
sieurs dispositifs de réseau distant correspon-
dants qui servent chacun un réseau correspon-
dant parmi les réseaux L2 distants ; et
incrémenter, avec le dispositif de réseau local,
un compteur de réception de diffusion indivi-
duelle respectif pour chaque point terminal par-
mi un ou plusieurs points terminaux de service
distants de l’instance VPLS uniquement pour les
PDU qui sont des PDU de diffusion individuelle
connue dans le dispositif de réseau distant res-
pectif du point terminal de service distant cor-
respondant à partir duquel le PDU a été reçu,
chacun des PDU de diffusion individuelle con-
nue reçus par le dispositif de réseau local étant
un PDU de diffusion individuelle qui comporte
un indicateur signalant que le dispositif de ré-
seau distant à partir duquel le PDU de diffusion
individuelle a été reçu mappe couramment
l’adresse L2 de destination du PDU de diffusion
individuelle à une interface sortante correspon-
dante du dispositif de réseau distant.

2. Procédé selon la revendication 1,
incrémenter, avec le dispositif de réseau local, un
compteur de transmission de diffusion individuelle
respectif pour chaque point terminal parmi un ou plu-
sieurs points terminaux de service distants de l’ins-
tance VPLS uniquement pour les PDU qui sont des
PDU de diffusion individuelle connue que le dispositif
de réseau local envoie au points terminaux de ser-
vice distants correspondants, les PDU de diffusion
individuelle connue envoyés par le dispositif de ré-
seau local étant des PDU de diffusion individuelle
ayant des adresses L2 de destination mappées cou-
ramment à une interface sortante correspondante

du dispositif de réseau local ;
déterminer, avec le dispositif de réseau local, des
données de mesure de perte PDU de diffusion indi-
viduelle entre un point terminal de service local du
dispositif de réseau local pour l’instance VPLS et les
un ou plusieurs points terminaux de service distants
sur la base au moins du compteur de transmission
de diffusion individuelle respectif et des valeurs de
compteur de réception de diffusion individuelle pour
le chaque point terminal parmi les un ou plusieurs
points terminaux de service distants ; et
envoyer les données de mesure de perte de PDU
de diffusion individuelle à partir du dispositif de ré-
seau local à une entité de gestion.

3. Procédé selon la revendication 2, comprenant en
outre :

recevoir un premier PDU avec le dispositif de
réseau local à partir du réseau L2 local ;
déterminer si le premier PDU est un PDU de
diffusion individuelle connue dans le dispositif
de réseau local ;
uniquement lorsque le premier PDU est une dif-
fusion individuelle connue, attacher un en-tête
de calage au premier PDU pour marquer le pre-
mier PDU comme une diffusion individuelle con-
nue et fournir le premier PDU avec l’en-tête de
calage attaché sur un pseudofil faisant face au
centre, sélectionné selon l’instance VPLS.

4. Procédé selon la revendication 3, dans lequel :

l’en-tête de calage comporte un identifiant de
point terminal de service, SEID, qui identifie de
façon unique le point terminal de service local
du dispositif de réseau local.

5. Procédé selon la revendication 4, comprenant en
outre :

incrémenter, avec le dispositif de réseau local,
un compteur de transmission de diffusion indi-
viduelle pour un SEID distant qui identifie de fa-
çon unique un des points terminaux de service
distants du dispositif de réseau distant qui sert
le dispositif client ayant l’adresse L2 de destina-
tion du premier PDU uniquement lorsque le pre-
mier PDU est une diffusion individuelle connue.

6. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
3-5, comprenant en outre :

recevoir un deuxième PDU avec le dispositif de
réseau local à partir d’un pseudofil faisant face
au centre ; et
déterminer, avec le dispositif de réseau local,
que le deuxième PDU est une diffusion indivi-
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duelle connue dans un dispositif de réseau dis-
tant qui comporte un point terminal entrant parmi
les points terminaux de service distants pour le
deuxième PDU.

7. Procédé selon la revendication 6, dans lequel l’étape
consistant à déterminer, avec le dispositif de réseau
local, que le deuxième PDU est une diffusion indivi-
duelle connue dans le dispositif de réseau distant
comprend : déterminer que le deuxième PDU com-
porte un en-tête de calage attaché qui marque le
deuxième PDU comme une diffusion individuelle
connue dans le dispositif de réseau distant.

8. Procédé selon la revendication 7, dans lequel l’en-
tête de calage comprend un identifiant de point ter-
minal de service, SEID, distant qui identifie de façon
unique un des points terminaux de service distants
du dispositif de réseau distant parmi une pluralité de
points terminaux de service pour l’instance VPLS, le
procédé comprenant en outre :

incrémenter, avec le dispositif de réseau local,
un compteur de réception de diffusion indivi-
duelle pour le SEID distant uniquement lorsque
le deuxième PDU comporte l’en-tête de calage.

9. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
2-8, comprenant en outre :

recevoir, avec le dispositif de réseau local, une
valeur de compteur de réception de diffusion in-
dividuelle distant pour le point terminal de ser-
vice local à partir d’un dispositif de réseau dis-
tant comportant un premier des points termi-
naux de service distants, la valeur de compteur
de réception de diffusion individuelle distant
étant un nombre de PDU de diffusion individuel-
le connue reçus par le premier du point terminal
de service distant à partir du point terminal de
service local ; et
recevoir, avec le dispositif de réseau local, une
valeur de compteur de transmission de diffusion
individuelle distant pour le point terminal de ser-
vice local à partir du dispositif de réseau distant,
la valeur de compteur de transmission de diffu-
sion individuelle distant étant un nombre de PDU
de diffusion individuelle connue transmis par le
premier des points terminaux de service distants
au point terminal de service local,
l’étape consistant à déterminer des données de
mesure de perte de PDU de diffusion individuel-
le comprenant : calculer une perte de PDU de
diffusion individuelle d’extrémité proche entre le
point terminal de service local et le premier des
points terminaux de service distants comme une
différence entre la valeur de compteur de trans-
mission de diffusion individuelle distant et la va-

leur de compteur de réception de diffusion indi-
viduelle pour le premier des points terminaux de
service distants,
l’étape consistant à déterminer des données de
mesure de perte de PDU de diffusion individuel-
le comprenant : calculer une perte de PDU de
diffusion individuelle d’extrémité éloignée entre
le point terminal de service local et le point ter-
minal de service distant comme une différence
entre la valeur de compteur de réception de dif-
fusion individuelle distant et une valeur de comp-
teur de transmission respective pour le premier
des points terminaux de service distants, et
l’étape consistant à envoyer les données de me-
sure de perte de PDU de diffusion individuelle
à partir du dispositif de réseau local à l’entité de
gestion comprend : envoyer les données de me-
sure de perte de PDU de diffusion individuelle
d’extrémité proche et les données de mesure
de perte de PDU de diffusion individuelle d’ex-
trémité éloignée.

10. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
1-9, comprenant en outre :

incrémenter, avec le dispositif de réseau local,
un compteur de transmission PDU de multidif-
fusion pour chaque PDU de multidiffusion ou
PDU de diffusion reçu à partir du circuit d’atta-
chement et commuté par le dispositif de réseau
local vers les un ou plusieurs dispositifs de ré-
seau distant ;
recevoir, avec le dispositif de réseau local, une
valeur de retour de réception de PDU de multi-
diffusion respective à partir de chacun des un
ou plusieurs dispositifs de réseau distant ;
déterminer, avec le dispositif de réseau local,
des données de mesure de perte de PDU de
multidiffusion sur la base au moins d’une valeur
de compteur de transmission de PDU de multi-
diffusion et des valeurs de retour de réception
de PDU de multidiffusion ; et
envoyer les données de mesure de perte de
PDU de multidiffusion à partir du dispositif de
réseau local à une entité de gestion.

11. Procédé selon la revendication 10, comprenant en
outre :

accumuler, avec le dispositif de réseau local, les
valeurs de retour de réception de PDU de mul-
tidiffusion pour déterminer une valeur
accumulée ; et
déterminer, avec le dispositif de réseau local,
les données de mesure de perte de PDU de mul-
tidiffusion comme une différence entre la valeur
de compteur de transmission de PDU de multi-
diffusion et la valeur accumulée.
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12. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
10-11, comprenant en outre :

envoyer un message de mesure de perte de
multidiffusion à partir du dispositif de réseau lo-
cal aux un ou plusieurs dispositifs de réseau dis-
tant, le message de mesure de perte de multi-
diffusion spécifiant un facteur de réplication pour
l’instance VPLS au niveau du dispositif de ré-
seau local qui définit un nombre des un ou plu-
sieurs pseudofils terminés par le dispositif de
réseau local.

13. Procédé selon l’une quelconque des revendications
10-12, dans lequel les valeurs de retour de réception
de PDU de multidiffusion respectives provenant de
chacun des un ou plusieurs dispositifs de réseau dis-
tant définissant un nombre de PDU de multidiffusion
ou de diffusion transmis par le dispositif de réseau
local et reçus par le dispositif de réseau distant cor-
respondant, le procédé comprenant en outre :

accumuler, avec le dispositif de réseau local, les
valeurs de retour de réception de PDU de mul-
tidiffusion respectives pour déterminer une va-
leur accumulée ;
diviser la valeur accumulée par un facteur de
réplication pour l’instance VPLS au niveau du
dispositif de réseau local qui définit un nombre
des un ou plusieurs pseudofils terminés par le
dispositif de réseau local pour déterminer une
valeur de quotient ; et
déterminer, avec le dispositif de réseau local,
les données de mesure de perte de PDU de mul-
tidiffusion comme une différence entre la valeur
de compteur de transmission de PDU de multi-
diffusion et la valeur de quotient.

14. Dispositif comprenant des moyens permettant
d’exécuter toutes les étapes de l’un quelconque des
procédés des revendications 1-13.
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